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General Summary

ECONOMIC activities in a small but varied area such as the Irish county can

be divided into two distinct types. On the one hand, there is the type of
activity which is dependent primarily on factors outside that county. Ir~to this
category fall those industries, including agriculture, whose products are sold
to a national or international market. Also included are those commercial
services, such as tourism, which attract the bulk of their clients from beyond
the county. Less obviously one can also include the "social" services, such as
public administration, education and health. Although these mainly serve the
inhabitants of the county, the standards of service to be provided and much of
the finance to support these standards, are derived from national, and not
local, decisions. All these externally conditioned activities can be classed as
autonomous from the local viewpoint.

The other type of activity is that which provides goods and services for the
local market within the county. These activities thus depend on the population
and prosperity of the county itself, and can be classed as locally induced.

Given these definitions it is obvious that there should be a relationship
between the autonomous and the induced activities in each county. The latter
depend Oil the former to provide them with income and employment. Thus,
apart from minor complications such as the situation of towns in relation to
county boundaries, and patterns of commuting to work, one might expect the
proportions of autonomous and induced activities to be fairly constant from
county to county. By and large this is true for economies at an advanced stage
of development, as Black and Jefferson demonstrated in their recent paper on
Employment Patterns in Northern Ireland.

However, in slightly less developed economies, which still retain a sub-
stantial proportion of the population in agriculture, the relationship is not so
simple. In such a case, of which the Republic of Ireland is a good example,
a high proportion of the population of a county engaged in agriculture indicates,
not a prosperous and thriving agricultural sector, but a general lack of economic
development. In particular, the agricultural sector in such a county is likely
to be relatively backward, with low income per head and a considerable degree
of under-employment. At this stage of development, therefore, one would
expect that the higher the proportion of agriculture in the autonomous sector,
the smaller the resulting induced sector would tend to be. As the county

7
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develops, and non-agricultural autonomous activities become more important
relative to agriculture, one would thus expect the induced sector to grow.

A previous paper by one of the authors showed that such a relationship did
appear to exist in I95I and I96i. This paper examines whether it still obtained
in I966 and i97i, and if so, whether its existence could be used in constructing
models for predicting future county employment patterns.

Attention is confined solely to employment relationships. Obviously, the
actual mechanism linking the sectors involves income and expenditure patterns,
but experience in the previous paper suggested that little was to be gained
from bringing income variables into the analysis. In the first place, county
income estimates must inevitably be subject to a considerable margin of error;
in the second place, income variations can be allowed for indirectly in the
method of analysis we use, and thirdly, our principal interest lies in induced
sector employment, rather than indiaced sector income.

The data used, therefore, are entirely derived from the Census of POpulation
for the various years examined, ensuring that they are accurate and full3~
consistent. In~ order to construct the autonomous and induced sectors it is
necessary first to regroup the employment categories used in the Census, and
to reclassify certain categories, where, for example, certain local activities Of
a retail nature are included in the’ Census as part of manufacturing industry.

The basic tables obtained from this readjustment of the Census material are
presented in theAppendix to the paper. For descriptive or analytical use within
the biddy Of the paper, the absolute figures are converted into percentages of
the total workforce in each county, thus enabling simple Comparisons to be
made between counties of different size. Even apart from the special case of
Dublin, to which the autonomous/induced classification;does not properly
apply, it can be seen that there are large differences in the employment patterns
between counties. Roscommon andLeitrim, at one end of the scale, have large
agricultural sect0=, very small non-agricultural autonomous, and, in line with
our hypothesis, small induced sectors. At the other end of the scale, Louth and
Waterford, the most developed counties, have small agricultural sectors and
large induced sectors.~

Formal examination Of the relationship is carried out by means of regression
analysis. The share of the induced sector in the total workforce of each county
is regressed upon the share of non-agricultural activities in the autonomous
sector. Various formulations of the relationship are examined, including some
where the non-agricultural autonomous sector is split into smaller sub-sect0rs.

The results of the regression analysis are very encouraging. ~In both 1966 and
i97i the relationship between the share of non-agricultural activities in ~the
autonomous sector and the proportion of the w0rkforce engaged in the induced
sector is highly significant by all the standard statistical tests. Moreover, the
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actual values of the regression coefficients are consistent between each of the
four Census years examined.

The actual equations expressing the relationship appear to explain about
two-thirds of the variation between counties in the size of the induced sector
in 1971, which is slightly less than in the earlier years. However, the explanatory
strength of the equations is really much higher than this. As has already been
suggested, various local factors are liable to influence the size of a particular
county’s induced sector. These could include some income effects where, for
example, the agricultural sector is significantly richer or poorer than might be
expected from the county’s development ranking. Most of these local factors,
being of a geographical nature, can be expected to be persistent in their effects.
The analysis confirms that this is so. Where the size of a county’s induced
sector diverges from that indicated by the equations, both the direction and
the size of the divergence tend to remain remarkably constant from one Census
year to the next. Thus, the divergences from one Census year, reflecting local
factors for that year, can be fed into the equation for the following Census year
as a separatevariable. When this is done the regression equations for 1971
explain about 95 per cent of the inter-county variation in the proportionate
size of the induced sector.

With such good explanatory equations available for each of the four most
recent Census years, it seems highly probable that the analysis can be used to
help in predictions for future years. Of course, the method cannot yield a total

prediction, being based as it is on current relationships between different types
of employment. However, if fairly reliable estimates can be made for future
employment in the autonomous sector of the county, then models can be
derived to predict the size of the induced sector and thus of total employment.
In Irish circumstances, where the decline in the agricultural workforce is fairly
steady, and is reported annually, and where planned major developments in
industry are closely monitored by the IDA, it is quite reasonable to expect
forecasts of autonomous sector employment to be tolerably accurate. Thus a
partial model to predict total employment from such estimates could be of
considerable use.

In constructing such models it is necessary to project values for the under-
lying basic relationship of our hypothesis. Fortunately, there has been a ten-
dency over the years observed for the relationship to change slowly in a
consistent manner, with the slope tending to become less steep. By projecting
this movement forwards for five years from the most recent Census, a forecast
equation can be constructed for the next Census. The divergences from the
equation based on the most recent Census can then be applied for each county.
As we have shown, these divergences tend to remain remarkably stable over
time. However, within this general pattern of stability, minor changes do take
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place and these changes appear to be systematic. Further regression analysis
confirms that there is in fact a relationship between changes in the divergences
and the speed of development in a county. The more rapidly a county develops,
as measured by the growth in its non-agricultural autonomous sector;the more
likely there is to be a negative change in its divergence. This factor is also built
into the prediction model, together with a dummy variable for the counties
adjacent to Dublin which tend to exhibit some unusual features.

The models, one based on a~ linear equation and one on a semi-logarithmic
equation, are first calculated on the data available after the 1966 Census. They
are then applied to i97i, and the results predicted by the models compared
with the actual I97i employment patterns. The results of this test are encour-
aging, with the predicted outcome very close to the actual for most counties:
The models are therefore re-calculated with 1971 data included, and the two
equations applicable to x976 are presented. With the aid of these models we
hope that forecasts of autonomous employment in any county or region can be
translated, through a few simple calculations, into forecasts of total e mploy-
ment. Equally, the models can be used as consistency checks on any forecasts
of regional or county total employment which may have been made.

The derivation of these models itself constitutes the principal conclusion of
the paper. However, the analysis does suggest also certain other conclusions.
The first of these is the confirmation that the general hypotheses of the paper
remain valid in Irish circumstances, and, by extension, could be expected to
provide a useful method of analysis in other countries at a similar or slightly
lower stage of development. Secondly, there appears to be a limit to the
proportionate size of the induced sector. Except where clearly exceptional local
factors apply, the share Of the induced sector tends to level off at about 35 per
cent of the workforce, irrespective of further changes in the composition of the
autonomous sector. Most of Northern Ireland,’and the five or six most developed
counties in the Republic appear to have reached this point, or to be rapidly
approaching iL

Thirdly, there is a remarkably strong power of inertia in the: regional
structure of the economy. Despite the great economic changes which have
taken place in the twenty years surveyed in the paper, there has been very little
change in the ranking order of counties. Even Clare, with its more than trebling
of manufacturing industry, has risen by only four places in the order.

Very rapid increases in non-agricultural autonomous employment do not
have an immediate proportionate effect in increasing induced employment.
This is probably due mainly to a lag in the adjustment of the induced sector
to its improved opportunities, and to this extent it can be expected to Correct
itself eventually. However, it is possible that part of the shortfall is permanent,
with economies of scale beingrealised in the provision~ Of induced services as
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a result of the greater concentration of population and purchasing power so
often associated with rapid industrial growth. This suggests, although by no
means conclusively, that rapid concentrated growth may have smaller effects
in inducing further employment than a more dispersed pattern of growth.

More positively, the analysis demonstrates that growth in the social
autonomous sector, in such services as public administration, health and
education, has at least as great a power to induce further employment as has
manufacturing industry. This finding has obvious implications for regional
development policy especially as many such activities are at least as "footloose"
with regard to location as is manufacturing, which is currently regarded as the
principal vehicle of regional development.

Finally, the analysis of the paper illustrates clearly yet again that a simple
division of the country into a more and a less developed region is an inappro-
priate basis for policy. Although on average the counties North and West of
the Shannon are poorer and less developed than those to the South and East,
there is no clear dividing line between them. The development index in
employment terms, which is confirmed by income estimates, shows that
counties are ranked in a continuous spectrum, not in two distinct groups with
a break point between them. Unless legislation and policy applications recognise
this fact, then there is a danger that past imbalances will be alleviated only
at the cost of producing new distortions.



Introduction: ¯           :

Tfr rm aim of this paper is tO analyse county employment patterns derived
om Census data, and to attempt to construct forecasting models for

certain types of employment at the county level. Most attention is paid to the
two most¯ recent tenses, those for 1966 (CSO 1966) and 1971 (CSO i971),
but reference is. also made tO the patterns derived from the two previous
Censes, those for 1951 (CSO 1951) and I961 (CSO 1961).

The theoretical basis of the analysis is that put forward by one of the authors
in a previous paper (Baker i966) which studied the 1951 and 1961 patterns.
However, the methodology: employed in applying this theory to the actual
analysis of the data has been considerably developed, and the availability of
four post-war Census years has enabled further factors of a dynamic:nature
to be taken into account in the analysis.

The first part of the paper sets out the basic hypothesis on which the analysis
is constructed, and describes briefly the adjustments to the Census data which
are nece~aW to all0iv the hypothesis to be tested. Also in thissection some 0f
the conceptual differences between this paper and a recent study of employment
patterns in Northern Ireland (Black and Jefferson, 1974) are discussed. Although
both papers use methodologies developed from Baker’s earlier work (i966),
the. developments have followed different paths, largely because of the sub-
stantial difference in conditions between Northern Ireland and the Republic.

Section Two describes and analyses the pattern of county employment in 1966.
A large part of this section is devoted to testing alternative formulations of the
hypothesis in an attempt to discover the most appropriate form of equation to
fit to the data.

The third section sets out the pattern in 1971, and repeats the more successful
formulations of regression analysis found in the previous section.

Section Four combines the findings of the previous sections in art attempt
to derive a workable forecasting model for induced employment. This exercise
is undertaken in three parts. In the first the data up to and including i966 is
used to obtain models applicable to 197i. In the next the results of these models
are compared with the actual out-turn for i971, while in the final part all the
available data are taken into account in calculating revised models applicable
to 1976.

The fifth and final section of the paper consists of a set of conclusions drawn
from the paper as a whole and from the results of Black and Jefferson’s findings
in Northern Ireland.

I2



Section i

Theoretical and Data Consideration

The Basic Hypothesis

THE hypothesis advanced and tested in the earlier paper, and which forms
the basis of this paper also, is that county employment patterns can

fruitfully be examined in terms of a systematic relationship between different
types of work. Economic activities in any small but heterogeneous area, such as
an Irish county, can be divided into those which are autonomous, from a local
point of view, and those which are locally induced. The autonomous sector
comprises those activities whose product, of either goods or servics, is primarily
sold or "exported" to the remainder of the country or to the rest of the world.
It also includes the social sector, whose services are consumed within the
country, but whose standard is determined by national rather than local
decisions, and whose financing is at least in part a national responsibility.*

The induced sector comprises activities whose products are consumed within
the county itself and whose level of output is largely determined by the size
and prosperity of the autonomous sector.

On these definitions, the greater part of agriculture clearly falls within the
autonomous sector, as its output is geared to national or international markets
rather than to local consumption. However, there is a strong case for treating
agriculture separately from the remainder of the autonomous sector. While a
high proportion of the workforce engaged in industry generally implies a well
developed industrial sector, a high proportion engaged in agriculture usually
reflects a lack of development in the agricultural sector. In these circumstances,
both efficiency and income per head in agriculture tend to be relatively low
compared with counties with a more developed agricultural sector in which

¯ *The treatment of the social sector does raise some conceptual difficulties. In a fundamental sense
such activities are induced by the presence of population in an area, and according to our hypothesis
the size of the working population is in turn dependent mainly on the size of the commercial autono-.
mous sector, including agriculture. On the other hand, the demanci for social services, and the finance
for their provision in Irish circumstances, is very little dependent on the level of incomes in a locality,
or on the structure of the work force. In fact, the demand for the two most important forms of social
employmOnt, education and health, is primarily related tO the size and composition ofthe non-working,
rather than the worMng population.. Therefore, for purposes of comparativ6 county arialysis with a
fairly limited time horizon it seems preferable to treat these types of employment as autonomous,
while admitting that a case could be made for alternative treatment.
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a smaller proportion of the population is engaged. Secondly, there is a tendency
in most counties of Ireland, for average agricultural incomes to be lower than
average incomes in other autonomous activities (see Attwood and Geary 1963,
Ross 1969 and I972). Thirdly, even if incomes in agriculture are equal to
incomes in other sectors, the expenditure patterns of farmers are likely to be
different from the expenditure patterns of non-agricultural workers. Not only
are farmers likely to save a higher proportion of these incomes (see Kennedy
and Dowling I97o) but als0 it seems probable that a smaller share of what they
do spend will be On the purchase of local goods and, especially, services, due
to the "do-it-yourself" tradition of farmers in undertaking jobs of household
upkeep and in the provision of some food requirements.

Estimates of county incomes fr0mvarious types of activity have been made
by one of the authors for i96o, i965 and i969 (Ross i969 and I972). The
inclusion of some of these estimates as explanatory variables for the size of the
induced sector was considered, but on reflection it has been decided~to restrict
the analyses to employment variables derived from Census data.* This study
does not attempt to offer a comprehensive explanation Of c0untyvariations in
development; such an exercise~Would involve:a multidisciplinary approach
with very considerable research resources. As a relatively modest Contribution
towards understanding regional development, it is felt that this paper is most
likely to provide a useful and comprehensible input if it is restricted to a single
aspect of the situation, leaving all other factors to contribute to the residual
element of the equations. As in the previous paper, considerable attention is
given to discussing these residuals, and the possible impact of various factors
upon them.

Thus the hypothesis underlying this analysis ~is that thesize of the induced
sector in any county, measured as the proportiOn’of the total workforce
engaged in induced activities, is dependent on the relative share Of agricultural
and non-agricultural employment within the autonomous Sector/ In the
previous paper only a linear relationship between these two proportions was
tested. In the current paper, it is proposed als6 to investigate various non-linear
forms of relationships, and to pr~en~ forecasting models based on alternative
formulatioris of the relationships. Some" simple disaggregations of the non-
agricultural autonomous sector are also studied. The most important of thes~
is the distinction between the "commercial" and the "social" part of the
Sector, as the twoare Conceptually/different and it is of interest whether this
conceptual difference is reflected in empirical results.

"" ,Income variables were tested~ in the previous paper (Baker x966) and’:~ founcl ~to acid little to
the und~tandlng derived from the simple analysis of emplOyment.~ It is also:interesting to note’that
the results 0btalned.by Black. and Jefferson (x974) when they tested the relatibuship~ of local sectoral
in~mes did not differ significantly from their results using employment data.. - ~. ’.~.~ : =
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The Data
The data on which this exercise is based are derived from the Industry

volumes of the i966 and i97i Censes. However, the industrial classification
used in the Census does not correspond with the sectoral definitions postulated
in our hypothesis. Thus it has been necessary to reclassify many types of
employment. The reclassification adopted is the same as in the earlier paper.

This reclassification is the central feature of the papers, and involves the
following major adjustments to the Census presentation:

(i) The sector of "trading" has been enlarged by transferring to it some
items classified in the Census as "Manufacturing Industry" (for example,
handicraft tailoring and shoe repairing) or as "Personal Service" (for
example, laundries and hairdressing) which appear to be of a primarily
retail nature.

(ii) The Census head "Professions" has been divided into the social service
professions in Health, Education and Religion, and the commercial
professions, such as Law and Accountancy.

(iii) The Census group "Building and Construction" has been divided into
public authority and private activity.

(iv) "Transport" has been divided into sea and air transport on the one
hand and land transport on the other.

(v) "Turf Production" has been excluded from mining and transferred to
the agricultural sector.

Following these and some other minor adjustments, the four main sectors of
our classification are as follows.*

Agriculturemincluding forestry, fishing and turf.

Commercial Autonomous--comprising manufacturing industry (minus

those items transferred to trade), mining (less turf), sea and air transport,
hotels, boarding houses and restaurants, and a few small miscellaneous
activities.

Social Autonomous--comprising the social professions, public authority
building and construction, and public administration and defence.

Locally Inducedmcomprising all trading (including those items
transferred from manufacturing industry and personal service) and all
other activities not included in the other sectors.

*For full details see Appendix I.
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It is freely acknowledged that the classification is arbitrary, and is not based On
any’objective criteria, such as the actual degree of geographical dispersion of
an activity. Moreover even some’ of the Census sub-heads reed in: allocating
activities between the different sectors are ~too.large and too heterogeneous to
permit real precision in our functional classification. Nevertheless, it is felt that,
in spite of obvious flaws, the. classificati0n is Sufficiently realistic to enable
worthwhile analysis to be undertaken and useful conclusions to be drawn.

The other form of amendment to the Census presentation is-geographical:
The hypothesis we are testing postulated geographical units which are hetero-
geneous enough’ to include: all the major economic sectors. Thus, the county
boroughs are not suitable units for our analysis, and have accordingly been
amalgamated with their respective counties in our presentation. Tipperary has,
however, been treated as two separate~counties, thus providing anadditional
observation for purposes of regression analysis, and enabling reSUlts to be
calculated for the IDA Regions. The distinction drawn in the previous paper
between the traditional eleven poor counties and the remainder has not been
continued in this paper. As the authors have argued elsewhere (Baker and
Ross x970), this simple division of the country has lost most of its relevance ia
recent years. Counties are, however, grouped into the nine planning regions
(excluding Dublin) as these units possess clear administrative relevance.

Dublin has been excluded from the regression analysis, and from the tables
based on it. This is because the Classification of activities .into autonomous and
induced sectors cannot be proper!y Sustained in the case of Dublin. Its popula-
tion is sufficier/tl~t large, compact and relatively wealthy ~as to be able to
support substantial manufacturing and other enterprises serving only the local
market. Thus a considerable proportion of manufacturing industry, which in
other countries is properly regarded as aut0nomous, should, in the case of
Dublin, be classified as induced. Similarly :~ome:serviCe indtistries,’ suchas
restaurants, which in other counties are taken to ;represent .the autonomous
activity of tourism, in Dublin are largely induced by local demand.

Conversely, many of ~the service industries which are classified~ as induced.
such asl electricity and financial institutions, have a large head 6ffice~staff in
Dublin. While it is~reasonable toregardempl6ymexit Jr/local branches of these
organisations as reflecting the locally induced demand for their services, it is
clearly inappropriate to regard~ the employment of theirhead office~ staffs in
Dublin as~ being indUced solely by Dublin demand.

On the Census data available it is not possible to adjust the classification in
the case of Dublin to all0w:for these faCtOrs. AcCordingly, there seems no
alternative to excluding Dublin, and’restriCting the~:analysis to the remaining
26 counties.
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Employment Patterns in Northern Ireland
In a paper recently published by the ESRI, Black and Jefferson (i974) of

The Queen’s University, Belfast, studied employment patterns in Northern
Ireland. Although heavily influenced by the hypothesis outlined above, their
approach differs in several interesting respects from that followed in this paper.

The most obvious difference is the choice of local unit. While in this paper
we continue to base our analysis on the county, their basic unit is the "Urban
Centre", each consisting of one or more administrative areas, with Rural
Districts grouped with the appropriate Urban Districts or County Boroughs.
The reasons for this divergence in approach appear to be both theoretical and
practical.

On the theoretical level, Black and Jefferson are strongly influenced by tile
concepts used in spatial analysis by economic geographers, and in particular
by Central Place Theory. It is true that the "Urban Centres" distinguished in
their analysis approximate more closely to the concept of a unit consisting of
town and hinterland than do most of the counties used in this study. On the
other hand, the current authors feel that if the results of this study are to have
any application in influencing decisions, it is important that the units chosen
coincide with administrative areas. This requirement is met in the Republic of
Ireland by the county, but would not be met by any smaller, constructed unit,
however well the latter may represent a true "geographical" entity.

However, this difference in aim and approach on an essentially abstract level
is quite overshadowed by the practical considerations involved. In Northern
Ireland the selection of the county as a unit would virtually preclude analysis,
through a simple lack of sufficient observations. With Antrim and Down having
to be excluded because of their domination by Belfast, Black and Jefferson
would be left with only four counties--.far too little for any meaningful analysis.
Conversely, information is not readily available in the Republic to break down
employment on the basis of units smaller than the county. It might be possible,
if access were obtained to unpublished Census data, to calculate figures for
smaller units, but the benefits to be gained from such an exercise could not be
commensurate with the time and energy expended in such a task.

Apart from the choice of unit, there are two other important differences
between the Northern Ireland approach and ours. The first of these concerns
the classification of industries into autonomous and induced sectors. Mostly
this is dictated by consideration of data availability, in that the published
Census classification differ to some extent between the North and the South.
Partly it is a matter of choice, in that the catering industry, which contains
both autonomous and induced elements, has been treated by Black and
Jefferson as belonging to the induced sector and by ourselves as belonging to
the autonomous.
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The final, and perhaps most important difference between the papers
concerns the methods of analysis. In this paper we have built on the earlier
paper (Baker i966) by.accepting that it demonstrated the applicability to the
Republic of the hypothesis that non-agricultural autonomous employment is
more effective than-agricultural employment in inducing service employment.
Thus while we test whether this hypothesis continues to appear valid, our
efforts are devoted largely to improving the formulation of the relationship and
to investigating whether it can be used as the basis for a partial forecasting
model for county employment. In this exercise we consciously restrict ourselves
to the single source of Census employment information, feeling that any income
data which is, or may become, available could best be used to construct
alternative income multiplier models, which could be used in parallel with the
pure employment models which are presentedin this paper.

Faced with the very different situation of Northern Ireland, with its much
more developed employment pattern, Black and Jefferson concentrate on the
first part. of.the basic hypothesis, that autonomous employment as a whole
begets induced employment, and pay much less attention to the second part
of the hypothesis, thatthere is a difference in effectiveness between agricultural
and other autonomous employment. Thus.’they are seeking a degree of
constancy in the share of induced employment, while we seek the degree of
variation,-and consequently they have less-need’ to explore alternative formu-
lations in their regression analysis. Finally, this being the first application of
thistype of analysis to Northern Ireland, they have need to elucidate the
method by which the employmentmultiplier operates, and i have accordingly
included an analysis in income terms.

These ’differences between the papers in choice of unit, classification and
analysis obviously render it impossible to include simply the Northern Ireland
information in our analysis of employment patterns. Nevertheless, in spite of
the differences there remains sufficient common ground for Black and
Jefferson’s results and conclusions to beof greatrelevance to our own findings.
While our analysis will thus be solely in terms of the Republic, the Conclusions
drawn from it in the final section of this paper will draw also on the results of
the Northern paper.                         ..



Section 2

Employment Patterns in i966

The General Pattern

TABLE I sets out the proportion of the workforce in each county engaged in
each of the major sectors discussed in the previous Section.* This table is

directly comparable with Tables 2 and 13 of the previous paper (Baker I966),
which show the patterns for i96i and I95i respectively. As will be apparent
from Table 2 the sequence of counties is in accordance with the size of the
non-agricultural share of the autonomous sector which is explained below.

It can be seen from Table I that in i966 there was still a great range of
variation in employment patterns from county to county. At one end of the
scale Leitrim has 68½ per cent of its workforce engaged in agricultural occupa-
tions and only 5 per cent in the commercial autonomous sector, which includes
manufacturing industry. At the other end of the scale, Louth has only 17 per
cent in agriculture and 36½ per cent in commercial autonomous occupations.

The range between the highest and lowest counties other than Dublin is
very different for the various sectors. Thus for agriculture (column I) the
highest county has roughly four times the proportion engaged compared to
the lowest county. For the commercial autonomous sector (column 2) the ratio
between the highest and lowest counties is approximately 8 :i. In the other
two sectors, the ratio is much lower. The share of the social autonomous sector
(column 3) is just over twice as high in the highest county as in the lowest,
while for the induced sector (column 5) the ratio of highest to lowest is 2"3 to I.

On a regional basis the pattern of variation is less marked, but, even so, the
North-East region has nearly three times the share engaged in commercial
autonomous activities than has the West region.

Compared with 196 I, the share of the agricultural sector has fallen nationally
(excluding Dublin) from 49 per cent to 43½ per cent. The share of the social
autonomous sector has risen marginally, that of the commercial autonomous
sector has risen by three points from I2½ per cent to i5½ per cent, and that of
the induced sector by two points from 27 per cent to 29 per cent. The range of

* For a more complete tabulation of employment patterns sec Appendix 2.
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TABLE I : Employment pattern by county and region in 1966
Percentage of total at work

County or regiont
Agriculture I Locally autonomous

etc.I     Commercial Social I Total

Leitrim 68.5 i
Roscommon 65 "95
Mayo 63 "64
Longford 58 "84
Cavan 59"24
Galway 55"98
Sligo 52 "44
Kerry 51.89
Laois 49:85
Donegal 5o. 16
M0naghan 51-24
Clare 52"64
Offaly 48"29
Wexford 43"76
Tipperary (North) 46"92
Kilkenny 44:84
Tipperary (South) 43"41
Meath 42"6~
Westmeath 39"84
Carlow 39"o3
Limerick 30"92
Wicklow ~8- ix
Cork 29"27
Kildare 30"82‘
Waterford 26.88
Louth 17" x x

4.71 9’03
4"86 IO’42
6.59 9.16
4"63 i 1.46
8"99 9"64
8.52 12.33

lO.26 I 1"33
I I’25 I I’OI
11.o5 11.5x
13.54 IO.66

13"57 1i’27
14"53 11"77
15"91 8"87
13.19 io.io
14.27 i 1.34
14"10 12"14

I4"O9 I2"35
I6.55 IO.O9

9.o1 I9.67
I7[I8 II’46

19.92
20.68
22"55
2o’83
25"27
36"56

13"74
15.28
I5"74
16.09
18.63

21-33
21"59
22.25
22 "56
24.2o
24"85
26"30
24"78
23"29
25.6I

26’24
26"44
26.63
28"68
28"46

I3"83 33"75
i i.o7 31.76
12;8o 35~35
I6"46 37"29
13"98 39"26
I 1"62 48.18

Locally
induced

17"74
18.77
20.62
25"o7
22.I4
22.69
25"97
25"85
27"59
25"64
23"91
2 i.o6
26.93
32"95
27"47
28"9I

3o.15
3o’73
31.48
32 "33

35"34
4o.13
35"38
31.89
33.86
34"71

North-West
West
Midlands

Donegal
South-East
Mid-West

North-East
South’West
East (exc. Dublin)

58"69
59"33
52.61
5o.i6
39"44
~o.56~

39"96
34"65
34".I3

8"II IO’44
:7"67 II.2I
9"29 12.’4°

13-54 lO.66
16.8i I2"O3
I7"I8 12"71

" " 21 "42’ I 0-89
I9"86 !2"37
19.28 I2-56

.I8"54
18.89
21"69
24"20
28.83
29"89

32"31
32 ’23
31:85

22.77
21.78
25.7°

25.64
31-73
29"55
27"72
33.11
347o3

Total (ext. Dublin) 43.51 I5"58 I I’94 27"52 28"98

*Dublin ::~. 1"88 31,46 17:5I 48"97 49"15

*Grand Total ’ 31.76 2o.o6 13"5I 33"57 34"67

$ Sequence determined by Table 9, col. x.
*Suiefly speaking, the.clamification cannot be applied to Dublin, or tothe total including Dublin.
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variation between counties (allowing for the changes in the national share of
each sector) has not changed much between the two years.

Table I also confirms at a glance that there does appear to be a relationship
between the shares of the different sectors. The share of the induced sector
(column 5) clearly tends to vary directly with the share of the non-agricultural
autonomous sector (column 4) and inversely with the share of the agricultural

sector (column I). However, this apparent relationship is partly conditioned
by the fact that these three columns are complementary, having to sum to
x oo per cent for each county. This would tend to impart a negative bias to any
correlations based directly on Table I, and in order to obtain meaningful
correlations it is necessary to remove the condition of strict complementarity.

Simple Regression Analy@
For the purpose of regression analysis, the shares of the agricultural and non-

agricultural autonomous sectors are expressed, not as proportions of the total
workforce, but as proportions of the total autonomous sector. This method,
which was adopted in the previous paper, reduces considerably the problem
of complementarity, as both the dependent and independent variable are
allowed to vary between o to Ioo. It also accords with the actual form of the
hypothesis we are testing. The expression of the induced sector as a proportion
of the total workforce implies the assumption central to the hypothesis, that
the absolute size of the induced sector in any county depends on the absolute
size of the total autonomous sector. The hypothesis further postulates that the
composition of the autonomous sector, between agricultural and non-
agricultural activities, also affects the size of the induced sector. This is tested
directly by expressing the non-agricultural autonomous sector as a proportion
of the total autonomous sector.* The share of agriculture in the autonomous
sector is, of course, the simple complement of this, and there is no point in
including it in any tables.

The first regression run on the i966 data is a simple linear regression of
the share of the induced sector in the total workforce (:F) on the share of non-
agricultural activities in the autonomous sector (X). The observations are the
~6 counties other than Dublin. The result of the equation is as follows, with the
results of similar equations on the I96I and x95i data shown for comparison.
T values are in parentheses.

*Geary addressed himself to the problem of assessing the significance of the relationship between
two percentages within a system with more than two percentages at the methodological level. He tested
the point made in this paper that if X, f and Z are independent of one another with x ~ X/(X-t- T4- Z)
(and similarly fory and z) then z is probably independent of U where U ----- f[(X+ T). The rzu ~ -t-" x 5
obtained using 3 sets of 25 random numbers (based on 25 counties) generated by Monte Carlo was
nowhere significant for 23 degrees of freedom and was also 4- (Geary I974).
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~1 SEE F DW

¯ 717 3.04 64.4 1.o8

¯ 792 2.69 96:3 1.98

¯ 835 2.67 127.7 2.23

Tau

6

16

1966 ~’� = 14"95+o’353X
(8.6o) (8.03)

1961 .~= 12"87+o’4o5X

(8"93) (9:82)
195I :Fc= i 1.49+o.513X 14

(8.41) (lX.3o)

As can be seen, the fit is reasonably good and clearly significant, although
not as high as in t951 and 196I. It can also be seen that the slope of the
regression appears to be flattening over the years. We shah return to this point
later, when we discuss the possible derivation of forecasting models.

In Table 2, the regression results are converted into "expected" values for

each county. These are compared with the actual values for the induced
sector, and the divergences between actual and expected are shown in column 4.
The corresponding divergences for I96I and z951 are given in columns 5 and 6.

It was argued in the previous paper (Baker I966) that these divergences are
not stricflyrandom residuals but reflect other factors which influence the level
of induced employment in the different counties but which for various reasons
have been omitted from the regressions. It was also suggested that most of
these factors were of a persistent nature, and that accordingly one could expect
the pattern of divergences to alter only little over time. Comparison o£columns 4
and 5, and 6 of Table 2 confirms that most Of the divergences are in fact of a
persistent and reasonably stable nature. This stability of the divergences adds
greatly to the explanatory power of the’equations, as will be demonstrated in
Section 3,

However, there is a sufficientnumber of changes in the divergences to suggest
that in addition to the long-term static factors, there may be’a dynamic element
present. It is noticeable that there is some relationship between the rate at which

a county’s non-agricultural share of the autonomous sector has grown and the
direction of change in the divergence. The faster the :former has grown, the
morelikely that thedivergence has shown a negative movement.

This behaviour suggests, although it does not demonstrate conclusively, that
there may be a considerable period of adjustment before the new size of the
induced sector appropriate to a changed balance in the autonomous sector (and
to the continuing static factors) is reached. This finding, if it is valid, could
have important implications for regional development policy, and we return
to the point in our discussion of forecasting models and in the concluding
discussion.

Before leaving Table 2 it is worth commenting briefly on the lower section
of the table, dealing with IDA regions.~ The "expected" share for the regions
is obtained by applyingthe coefficients derived from the 26 county regression
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TABLE 2 -" Expected and actual induced sector by county and region linear regressions
Per cent

Non-agric.
share of

autonomou$
sector

I966
[

Inducedofsector total aSat a percentagework
____x 96 z

I95z

Expected* Actual] Diver- Diver- I Diver-gence I gence I gence
Leitfim 16.71 2o.84 17’74 --3" i o --2.45 --2" z 9
Roscommon I8.82 2z’58 I8"77 --2.8z --2.9° --2"55
Mayo z9.83 2I’94 2o.62 --I.32 --o.89 --o.88
Longford 21.47 22"52 25"o7 "1"2"55 +o’58 "1" I’43
Cavan 23"92 23"38 22’I4 --I"24 --o’29 --I’o3
Galway 27"59 24’67 22"69 --I"98 --2"37 --o’7I
Sligo 29"z7 25’23 25"97 +o.74 +o.oo +1.77
Kerry 3o’oI 25"53 25"85 +o’32 "1" 1.56 "1"x’57
Laois 3I’z6 25"93 27’59 +I.66 +o.45 --i.43
Donegal 32"54 26"44 25.64 --o.78 +o.2o +o.o9
Monaghan 32"65 26’46 23"91 --2"55 --I"46 --z.I6
Clare 33"31 26"69 21 .o6 --5.63 --2.61 --2.93
Offaly 33"91 26’9o 26"93 +o.o3 --I.66 --o.93
Wexford 34"74 27’I9 32"95 "1"5"76 "1"5"57 "1"8"92
Tipperary (North) 35.31 27"39 27’47 +o.o8 +I.I3 +i.i5
Kilkenny 36"92 27"96 28"9I +o.95 --o.2I --i.65
Tipperary (South) 37.85 28"29 3o.I5 "1" 1.86 "1" 1.94 "1"2"o9
Meath 38"45 28"5o 3o’73 "1"2"23 +o’52 --o’24
Westmeath 4I’85 29"7o 3I’48 "1" 1.78 --o’45 "1" x.5i
Carlow 42"33 29"87 32"33 "1"2’46 "1"2"32 +o’78
Limerick 52"I9 33"35 35"34 +2.oo "1"4"74 "1"1"3"97
Wieklow 53.o4 33.65 4o.13 .1.6.48 +4.7z .1.5.52
Cork 54"71 34"24 35"38 +I’I4 +x’55 .1.2"27
Kildare 54"75 34’25 3I"89 --2"36 --3-91 --5"52
Waterford 59"36 35"87 33"86 --2.oI --o’24 "1" 1.8I
Louth 73"8o 4o’97 34"71 --6.26 --5.84 --5.5°

North-West 24"oI 23"43 22.77 --0.66 --o.90 +o.x9
West 24"I5 23"47 2~.78 --I.69 --i.7° --0.76
Midlands 29"I9 25’25 25"7o +o’45 --o’9I --o’48
Donegal 32"54 26.44 25.64 --o.8o +o.2o +o.o9
South-East 42"23 29.66 3I"73 "1" z.87 +2.o9 "1" 1.53
Mid-West 42"43 29"93 29"55 --o’38 "1"2"Io "1" z.68
North-East 44"71 3o’73 27"72 --3"oi --I’9O --I’49
South-West 48"I9 3I’96 33"II +I.x5 +I.8I -t-2.46
East (excl. Dublin) 48.27 31.99 34.o3 +2.o4 +o.45 --o.i3
Total (exel. Dublin)    38.74 28.56 28.98 +o.36t +o.65t +o.84t

*From linear equation on page 22.
tThe sum of the individual county divergences in the table is zero. However, the application of the

equation to the weighted figures for the State shows a positive divergence reflecting the positive
divergences in some of the larger counties.
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to the autonomous shares of each region; The autonomous share of the regions,
although based On an amalgamation of thee county figures, do not in themselves
form a part of the observations used in calculating the regressions. The results
for the regions can thus be regarded as forming a semi-independent test of the
cross-section predictive ability of the regression equation. It could be argued
that the particular classification of activities adopted as suitable at the county
level is conceptually less suited to the regional level; at which the proportion
of activities induced rather than autonomous should be rather higher. In
practice ’the difference is likely to be small and the test can be regarded as
useful if limited. On the whole it appears that the regression equation can be
applied at least as successfully on the regional as on the county level. Both in
size and in stability the regional divergences behave in much the same way
as the county ones.

Components of the Induced Sector
Table 3 sets out the share of the total workforce engaged in each of the

major components Of the induced sector. It is not practicable to include data
for i96i and 1951 on a county level* but the national totals for those years
are shown at the foot of the Table.

It can be seen from the Table that not all types of induced activity show equal
degrees of variation between counties. Thus there is relatively little variation
between counties in the proportion of the workforce engaged in the first category
of retail sales. The average proportion in the three highest counties is only
5° per cent higher than the proportion in the three lowest counties. This is not
altogether surprising, as retail sales were divided into categories one and two
(as in the previous paper) on the basis that category one includes those types
of retailing which could be expected to be widely dispersed geographically,
such as grocery stores or petrol filling stations, and that category two includes
those types of retailing which could be expected to be more concentrated in
major towns such as department stores and furniture shops.t

At the other end of the scale, the degree of variation between counties is
greatest in private building and construction. In this case the average propor-
tion engaged in the three highest counties is practically three times the pro-
portion in the three lowest.

Despite these differences between the Components in the degree of variation
among counties, it can be seen that there is a tendency for all components to
be positively related to the level of development in a county. These relation-
ships can be formalised by linear regression analysis into the equations shown

*Comparable details for x96x can be found in Table 8 0f Baker (x966).
tSee Appendix x for a detailed classification of retail trade;
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TABLE 3 : Locally induced employment, i966

Percentage of total at work

Retail Retail Other Miscel- Building Domestic
trade trade trade Transport laneous and con- service
(x) (2) services struction

Total
induced

Leitrim 5"28 I’9x 2"61 2"25 2"2I 2.07 I’4x I7"74Roscommon 5.I8 2.i8 2.69 2.38 2"58 2"52 I’25 x8"77Mayo 5"74 2.82 3.i5 2.48 2.36 2.5i x’56 2o.62
Longford 6"45 3’~2 4"23 2"43 3"24 3"53 2"o7 25"o7Cavan 6"92 2"9° 3"o4 2,ii x.9i 3.i5 2.io 22.x4
Galway 5"43 2’83 3"9° 2.66 2-87 3"43 1.58 22.69
Sligo 5"4° 3"51 5"22 3"54 3.6o 2"97 I’73 25"97Kerry 6.66 3.61 4.o6 2.8o 2.84 3"77 ~.x2 25.85Laois 7"o5 3"41 3"36 3’69 3"37 4"o2 2.68 27"59Donegal 6"54 2"79 4"I7 3"x3 2"48 3"95 2"59 25"64
Monaghan 6.8I 3.63 3.67 2.x8 2"29 3"29 2"o4 23"9x
Clare 4"74 2"25 3"24 2’52 2"47 4"28 I’56 ~x.o6Offaly 6"63 3"74 3"87 2"29 4"15 4"o8 a.x7 26-93Wexford 7"6x 4"18 5"22 3"46 3.58 4.84 4"o6 32"95Tipperary (North) 6.35 3.46 3,96 3"5o 2"97 4"72 2"49 27"47
KAlkenny 6"84 3.66 4"43 2"94 3"Io 4"5° 3"44 28"9xTipperary (South) 7.xo 3"92 4"76 3"I2 3"39 4"36 3"5° 3o’I5Meath 6"38 3"59 4"41 2"70 2"99 7"x4 3"52 3o’73Westmeath 7.o2 4"36 4"53 4"52 4"oo 4"35 2"7° 32"48Carlow 7"99 4"2o 5"89 2"77 4"o2 3"96 3"48 32"33
Limerick 6"33 5"I6 6"47 4"5I 4’59 5"57 2"71 35"34Wieklow 7"2x 5"22 6"5I 3.71 5"43 7.80 4"25 4o’I3Cork 6"44 4"87 6"95 3"97 4"5I 5"96 2"69 35"38Kildare 7"47 3"67 4"24 3"I2 3"89 5"82 3"67 3I’89
Waterford 6"34 5"I7 6"33 4"I9 4"I6 4’69 2"97 33"86Louth 6"37 5"5° 7"43 4"22 4"o2 5"39 I’77 34"71
North-West 5’35 2"89 4"20 3.04 3.06 2"62 1.6i 22"77West 5"56 2-82 3"57 2"58 2’65 3"o3 x.57 2 I’78
Midlands 6"4o 3"34 3"66 3"o7 3"46 3"66 2"I3 25"7o

Donegal 6"54 2"79 4’I7 3"13 2.48 3"95 ~’59 25"64South-East 7"o9 4"26 5"3o 3"39 3"63 4"55 3"51 3I"73Mid-West 5"87 3"96 5"oI 3"72 3’64 5"o2 ~’33 29"55
North-East 6"67 4"I6 4"99 ~’99 2"87 4"Io 1"95 27"72South-West 6"50 4"57 6"26 3.69 4" I I 5"44 2"55 33" x IEast (exel. Dublin) 7"o~ 4"I2 5"oo 3"I6 4"o5 6.89 3.80 34-o3

Total (excl. Dublin) 6.39 3.85 4.9°
3"27 3’48 4"57 2"5~ 28"98

Total x96x 6"~4 3"48 5"x2 3"16 2.87 3"~2 3"~o 26"99
Total x95x 5"x2 3"37 5"~o 3"o7 ~’3o 3"~o 4"2~ 26"47

in Table 4, where X represents the non-agricultural share of the autonomous

sector. The i96i and i95i relationships are shown for comparison.
It can be seen that there is a significant relationship for all components

except retail trade (i) and domestic service, and even these two possess a positive
coefficient. Comparison of the I966 equations with those for i96i and i95I

shows that the tendency for the slope of the equations to flatten which was



TABLE 4: Linear equations by category of induced employment

Results as percentage of total at Work

I I966 I961    " I I95I

Retail Sales I ~t"c : 5"68+o’o2IX R~ "1o3 Tc = 5"15+o’o32X RZ "254
(13"26) (1"97)                (14"3o) (3"o8)

Retail Sales2 = v41+o’o61X R~ "752 Y~ = I’28+o’o63X R~ "799
(5"I3) (8"75)                 (5"81) (xo.o2)

= 6 45+o-o95X R~ -623TotalRetailSales T� = 7.io+o.082X R~ .527 T~ (I~.62) (6-5I)
(11.72) (5"37)

Other Trade T~---- I’47+o’o93X R~ "72I T~ = 1.47+o’1oox R~ "686
(3.65) (8"x 1)               (3q I) (7"47)

Transport ~’c = v664-0"o39X ~RI "513 Yc= I"29+°’°53X R"-656
(5"58) (5"22) (4"89) (6"97)

Miscellaneous y~: 1.62+o.o46X R2 .531 Tc = I.IO+O.o5oX R2 "715
(4’79) (5"4I) (4"98) (7"99)

Building and T~---: I’63+o’o73X R2 "549 T~ = I.I6+O.O54X R~-633
Construction (3"o5) (5"36)~ (4":I2)(6"65)

Domesfic~Service To= 1.46+o.o29X R2 -188 Tc-- I-4I+O’o53X R2 "318(3"3°) (2"60).
(2".74)(3"56)

Total Induced T¢ =14"95+0"353X R2 "717 Y~ =I2"8o-4-o’4°5X R2 "792
(8.60) (8"03)               (8"93) (9"82)

induced excluding Tc--I3-48+o’323X R~ "765 Y~--II’39+o’352X R2 "825
D0mesdc Service (9"56) (9"o8) (10.15) (I 0.90)

~" = 3.75+o-oi9X
(I7.22) (6-75)

T, = 1-I9+O.o74X
(4.3I) (8.08)

T� = 4-94+oq23X
(I I’90) (8"9I)

Y~ = 2.34+o.o9oX
(5"I2) (5"94)

yc :- i.o6~-o.o69X
(3"63) (7"I2)

T, = o.47~o.o62X
(I"89) (7:54)

Tc = o’9o+o.o8IX
(2-70) (7"34)

~’c = I’78L}-O’°88X
(2"97) (4"43)

Y~ =i 1.49~-o.513X
(8"4I) (I I’30)

T~ = 9.71 +o-425X
(9"23) (12"I6)

R’ "64I

Rt "72o

R~ "758

R~ "578

R2 "665

R2 .69I

R2 "679

R2 "426

R2 -835

R2 "854

13
0

o
Q

13

0
L3

N.B.--Figures in parentheses show t Values.

I I
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noted in the case of the total induced sector, applies also to most components
of the sector. Only in the case of building and construction is the slope of the
regression line steeper than in 1961, reflecting the marked increase of employ-

ment in this activity, espec!ally in the more developed counties. Curiously, the
marked serial correlation of residuals which was noted in the case of the
induced sector as a whole does not appear to be present in the case of its
individual components.

When the equations set out in Table 4 are applied to the non-agricultural
proportion of the autonomous sector in each county and region, a set of
"expected" employment proportions for each component of the induced sector
is obtained. Table 5 shows the divergences between this expected pattern and
the actual pattern in 1966.*

These detailed divergences remained remarkably stable between 1961 and
1966. Of the 156 observations (counting retail trade as a single component),
only 29 showed a change in the sign of the divergence between the two years,
and in over half of these the actual change in the divergence was less than
0.50 per cent of the workforce. In a further i8 cases the divergence changed by
more than 0.50 per cent although retaining the same sign. In the remaining
lO9 cases both the sign and the order of magnitude of the divergence remained
the same in the two years.

The conclusions drawn concerning divergences in the earlier paper (Baker
I966) would therefore appear to remain valid. Domestic service continued to
conform to a geographical pattern which largely overrides economic relation-
shiPS. The influence of large towns and proximity to Dublin continues to be
reflected in the patterns of retail trade (2) and other trade. Income factors,
particularly where industrial earnings are significantly different from the
national average, Or where agricultural incomes do not conform with the level
to be expected from a county’s development ranking, could account for some
of the deviations in either direction. Multiple occupation could still account
for some negative deviations in the western counties, where a proportion of
retail trade is in the hands of part-time shopkeepers whose principal occup afion
is farming.

Other specific factors, such as the location of railway activities and electricity
generation, are reflected in the high positive divergences for transport in

Westmeath and miscellaneous services in Offaly. Commutingt probably
accounts for some of the large positive divergences in Wicldow. Private sector
building and construction tends to reflect geographical location and the rate
of change in economic circumstances as well as the actual level of economic

*See Baker (1966), Tables 9 and 15, for comparable results for 196t and 195I.

tThe Census figures are based on the county of residence of the worker, not on the county in which
he works.
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TABLE 5: Divergences fromeslimate by [inearequations, i966

Percentage of total at work

.Retail i Retail
trade : trade

(0: I (2)

Other
trade ¯Transport IMiscdlaneous

sen, q~es

Building
-.and con-struction

,

Domestic
seroice

Total
induced

Leitrim
Roscommon
Mayo
Longford
Cavan

Galway
Sligo
Kerry
Laols

’ Donegal

Monaghan
Clare "
Offaly
Wexford
Tipperary (North)

Kilkermy ¯
Tipperary (South)
Meath
Westmeath
Carlow

Limerick
Wicklow
Cork
Kildare
Waterford
Louth

¯ -.0.75 .--o.52 ---o.o5-...o.9o .....o.38 ...-.0.34
---0.36 +0-20 +0.03
+o’31 +0"40 +0"98
-..-.0.73 +o.o3 --o.41

:--.o’84 .--0"27 +o.x4
--0.9o +0.32 +I’33
+0"28 +0"37 +o’Io
+o’7I +o.xo~ ---0.69
----o~I 7 ---o.6i +o.oo

----o’44 +0"23 .-.-o.51
--1"65 --x’t9 -.--o.99
+0.03 +0.06 --o.4i
+I’I9 +0"65 +O’87
--o.o8 --o.I x --o’44

+0"38 --o.oo ---o.zo
+0"62 +o’2o +o.x5
--O.lO ---o’17 ---o’24
+0"45 +0"4° .--o-41
+I’4x +O’2I +O’9I

+0"46 +0"56 +0"67
+0"40 +0"57 +0"64+0.95

--t.o8 --t’77
¯ --0.6o +o’I4 ----o.o6
--o.88 ---o.4i --o.15

---o’07 ---o’x9
--o.00 +0.08
+0"03 -...o.18
--o.oB +0.60
----o-49 --o~82

--o’o9 ----o’o3
+0"73 +0;60
--o.o4 ---o~i8
+o.8o +o’3o
+o.I9 --o~65

---o.77 ---0.85
--o.45 --o.7o
---o.70 +0.95
+o’43 +o’35
+0.45 ...-o.29¯

¯ .--.o’17 ...--0"04
--0"03 +o.oi
.--o.47 .---0.40
+I’2I +0"43
¯ ---0"56 +0"44

+0.80 +0"55
--o’o4 +x~3~
+o.16 +0"35
-.0.69 --.o.2-,7
+0"00 ---0"00

¯ --o’34 --x’o3

-o.78
--0.48
--o.56
+0"34
-...0.20

-’-O’0 I

--o.78
.--0.04

+O’I2

--0"o5

--0.72

+0"23
-’-0"02

+o.68
+o’52

+o.18
--0"02

+o"71
..-0.3.’7

---o-75

+0"15
+0.31
+0"35
+o.21
--1.26
--1"61

¯ --0"54 --3’ i6
----o’76 --o.81
--o’48 --1.3o
--o.o0 +2"55
--o.o6 --x.04

--0.68 --I’98
¯ --..0.58+0.74
--o.21 +o’32
+o.3i +I.66
+o.i8 ---o’78

---o’37 --0"55
--o.87 --5"63
--o.08, +0"03
+ 1.59 + 1.76
+o.oo +0.08

+0"90 +0"95
+o.94 +I.86
+o-~4 +0"23
+o.o2 + 1.78
+o’79 +2"46

--o’27 +2.oo
¯ +I’25 +6"48

¯ --o.36 +x.x4
+o.62 ~o’36
----’0"00 --0"0I

--1.84 -2-6.06

North-West
West
Midlands

Donegal
South-East
Mid-West

North-East
South-Wc~t
East (excl. Dublin)

--o’84 +0"02 +0"74 +0"44
---o’63 --o.o6 +o.Io --o.o3
+o-to +o’I5 --o’23 +0.26

+o’x7 --o.5o +o.oi +o.19
+o"51 +0"27 +0"33 +0"07
---o’7I ---o’o4 +o’o3 +o’39

+o~o4 .+0.02 ---o. t 8 .---0.43
--.o-0 x +0"22 +0:80 +o;i4
+o"31 --0"23 ---0"47 ----0"40

+0"33
--o.o9
+0"47

-2.o.65
+0"05
+0"05

--.o.82
+0.26
+o’19

--o.75
--o.36
--0.09

--0.04
--o.x5
+’o.3i

--o.78
+o’31
+I"75

---0.55 -----0.66
--.0.59 --1.69
¯ --o.i8 +0"45

+o.18 --2o.80
+0.82 +I’87
.--.0.37¯ --o.38

---o.81 --3"o x
¯ ---o.3 t +1 "15
+0"93 +2"o4

Total (excl, Dublin) --o.xo 4-o.o8 +0.20 +0.09 +0.06 +o.I2    --0’07 +0"36

development. Thus Wicklow and Meath exhibit exceptionally large positive
divergences, and Clare has a small positive divergence in this sector, in marked
contrast to the large negative divergences in all other induced activities.
Finally, the tendency noted in Baker (t966) for there to be an apparent
cross-induction effect still seems to apply: A ¯marked divergence in one induced
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activity has much the same effect as an alteration in the balance of the
autonomous sector, and thus tends to be associated with divergences in the
same direction in other induced activities.

Social and Commercial Autonomous Sectors
The analysis so far has largely been a repetition of that in the earlier paper

(Baker i966). It seems fair to conclude that the results for i966 confirm those
for I95i and I96I. The basic hypothesis seems to stand up fairly well under
the test of simple regression analysis in each of the three years, and the change
over time in the values of the coefficients is itself quite compatible with the
hypothesis. The general stability of the divergences between actual and
predicted values of the percentage of the workforce engaged in induced
activities confirms the impression that these divergences reflect important
factors which are known to exist but cannot conveniently be incorporated in
regression analysis.

However, as was explained in the introduction to this paper, it is felt that
the use of simple linear regression alone may obscure some part of the relation-
ship between the composition of the autonomous sector and the size of the
induced sector, and that alternative formulations should be tested.

In describing the hypothesis it was pointed out that the non-agricultural
autonomous sector comprised both commercial activities such as manufacturing
industry and tourism, and social activities such as education and medicine.
We feel that the rather heroic assumption that both types of autonomous
activity have similar effects in inducing employment should be tested.
Accordingly, a multiple regression has been run for each of the three years
with commercial and social activities share in the autonomous sector as
separate independent variables.*

The resulting equation, with X1 = share of commercial autonomous
activities in autonomous sector, X~ = share of social autonomous activities in
autonomous sector, and ~" = proportion of workforce engaged in induced
sector, are:

R~ SEE F D W Tau X~

I966 To= 12"75+°’3°SXl+°’54°X2 "72I 3"°I 33’33 1.28 8 38.02
(4"97) (5"3°) (3"2o)

x96I ~Fc= IO’94+o’364X1+ o’573X, ’792 2"7° 48"57 2’I3 i6 3o.57
(4"48) (6"25) (3"24)

195x Yc=xo.x2+o.463Xl+o.645X~ .836 2"66 64.90 2"44. x4 4o-x5
(5"43) (7"I9) (4’94)

*Because of the stress so often placed on manufacturing industry in regional analysis and planning,
the share of manufacturing alone in the autonomous sector was also tested. However, the results were
very similar to, but slightly less significant than those for the wider commercial sector, and do not
appear to be worth recording separately.
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It can be seen that both the overall fit of the equations and the values of the
intercepts and coefficients are very similar to the simple regression. As in the
simple regressions also, the fit has slightly deteriorated as the slope has flattened
over the years.

With regard to the coefficients it is rather surprising that the coefficient for
the social autonomous sector is larger than that for the commercial. :This would
appear to imply that the social autonomous activities have a more powerful
effect in inducing further local employment than the commercial autonomous
activities, such as manufacturing industry. In fact the difference between the
coefficients is too small, and the definitions too arbitrary, for such ~ conclusion

to be drawn with any confidence, especially as there is some degree of multi-
collinearity present in the equations. However, the analysis does tend to
demonstrate that the: employment-inducing effects Of the social sector is not
obviously weaker than that of the commercial, and this could undoubtedly
have relevance to the formulation of regional policy.

As in the case of the simple regressions, the "predicted" percentages of
induced employment in each county have been calculated from the equations,
and compared with the actual proportions.* There is very little difference in

the results obtained from the multiple and simple regressions. The only major
difference is in the case of Westmeath, where the positive I966 divergence of

the simple regression becomes a Smaller negative divergence under the multiple
regression. This is because an unusually high proportion of Westmeath’s non-
agricultural autonomous sector is social rather than commercial, so that the
higher coefficient of the social autonomous sector results in a higher predicted
value of the induced sector.

.Non-Linear Relationships

There is no particular reason why the relationship between the composition
of the autonomous sector and the induced sector should be linear. In fact
the evidence of residual autocorrelation in the i966 linear equation, and

in particular the tendency for counties at either end of the development
spectrum to exhibit negative divergences suggests that the true relationship
might be curvilinear. Various non-linear relationships have accordingly been

tested.
A semi-log formulation, where the proportion of the workforce in the induced

sector is regressed on the log of the non-agricultural share of the autonomous

Sector is encouraging. This yields the equations:

*The divergences Obtained by the multip.l¢ regression and-by ~alternative formulations of the simple
regremion are shown in the appendix to this chapter. ~
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~s SEE F D W Tau
x966 Tc=--2o’58+31"542 log10 X "78 2"67 90"4 1"32 IO

(4.oo) (9"5~)
I96I Ye=--2I’95+32"413 log10 X "853 2’26 I46"3    2.59 15

(5"5°) (12"o9)
x951 Y~=--22"o8+33"964 log10 X .869 2.38 166.7    2.5°

17
(5"9I) (12"9I)

This has a considerably better Ks than the linear regression equation, as
well as a higher F value and lower SEE. This better fit is not altogether surpris-
ing, as the log-linear relationship implies that as a county becomes more
developed, so a given change in the non-agricultural proportion of its autono-
mous sector has a smaller effect on the size oflts locally induced sector. Such a
result could well be expected on theoretical grounds due to economies of scale
in the induced sector and to competition between the autonomous and induced
sectors for the non-agricultural labour force.*

While the semi-log relationship tends to result generally in smaller diver-
gences between actual and expected levels especially at either end of the range,
in only four counties in 1966 is the sign of the divergence different from that
produced by the linear equadon.t Moreover, there again appears to be
considerable stability over time in the direction and size of the divergences.
The results of the semi-log analysis thus tend to reinforce the arguments put
forward earlier that the divergences can largely be explained in terms of
specific local factors.

If semi-log regression analysis is applied to the components of the induced
sector, the following equations result for 1966:

Ks SEE F DW Tau
Retail Trade Y¢=--I’38+7.48I log X "597 "976 38"o 2"o9 I2

(o’74) (6"I7)
Other Trade ~’~=--6"19+6.963 log X .689 "745 56"5 x.86 IO

(4"3I) (7"52)
Transport Y~=--2"08+3"372 log X .511 "5’~I 27’2 2"49 I5

(2"07) (5"2 I)
Miscellaneous :Fc=--2.89+4.o45 log X "548 "58I 3I’4 x’55 9

(2 58) (5.60)
Building and Y~=--5"89+6.632 log X "599 .861 38.4 1.82 12

Construction (3"55) (6.20)
Domestic :F~= --2.i3+3.o33 log X "296 ’72o 11.5o 1.62 14

Service (1"54) (3"39)
*There are also purely mathematical grounds for expecting such a result, as complementarity

becomes more important as the proportion engaged in agriculture becomes small. Indeed in the extreme
case, when there is a very small proportion of the autonomous sector engaged in agriculture, a further
rise in the numbers engaged in non-agricultural autonomous activities could not in itself increase the
proportion of the workforce in the induced sector~ although of course it would be expected to increase
the volume of induced employment.

tThe divergences obtained by the semi-log equation are shown in the appendix to this Section.
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Comparison of these equations with the corresponding linear equations set out
in Table 4 indicates that for the components of retail trade, miscellaneous
services, building and construction and domestic services, the semi-log equa-
tions produce slightly the better fit. When divergences are calculated they tend

to be smaller than those derived from the linear equations, but are generally
in the same direction and size order as the linear divergences.

Thus it appears that the semi-lqg formulation is Superior to the linear on
thestandard statistical tests, and may be significantly better at explaining the
size and composition of the induced sector in counties at either end of the
development spectrum. However for the great majority of counties it appears
to make little practical difference whether the semi-log or the linear formula-
ti0n is adopted.

Another possible formulation is the double log regression, where the log of
the induced sector is regressed on the 10g of the non-agricultural share of the
autonomous sector. This yields the equations:

i966 log Yc = "657 -4- "5o7 log X -789
(8"x4) (9"73)

i96i log ~’c ----- .586 :b "5531og X ,867
(9qo) (x2"8o)

I95I log Yc ~ ’574 + "584 l°g X "894
(Io’o6) (x4-54)

SEE F D W Tau

¯ o42 94"7 x.31 8

"O37 I63"9 2"41 I6

¯ O36 2II"3    2"7o I6

Once more the divergences* are similar in pattern to those observed for the
other formulations. The divergences tend to:be rather smaller than those
resulting from the linear or multiple regression equations, but slightly larger
than those of the semi-log equations. As in the case of the linear equations
there is strong evidence of residual autocorrelation in i966.

As the double-log formulation appears to offer no advantage over the semi-

log on standard statistical tests, and only a marginal advantage over the linear,
as it is not entirely acceptable on grounds of economic theory, t and as it is so
much more cumbersome to use, there seems little point in using it for an
analysis of the separate components of the induced sector.

The final formulation attempted was a quadratic function, but this resulted
in a poorer fit than the simple linear equation.~As there is no sound theoretical
reason to expect a quadratic relationship;, this formulationhas been rejected.

*Shown in the Appendix to this Section. . . ....
tThe fact that the d0uble-log .r~,r~0n Unepa.sses,through the or tgm x.mplies that a pure!y agrx-

cultural autonomous sector would reduce no further emptoyrnent at aat. ires woumseem contrary to,
commonsense and oi:Nmrvation, r~ ~ ~ " .........
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Appendix to Section 2

TABLE A2.I : Expected and actual induced sector by county and region multiple regression

Percentage of total at work

1966

Expected* ] Actual ]Divergence

1961

Divergence

1951

Divergence

Leitrim 20"45 17"74 --2.71 --2.Ol --1.76
Roscommon 21.53 18.77 --2.76 --2.78 --2.42
Mayo 21.54 2o.62 --0.92 --o-36 --o.28
Longford 22"92 25"07 +2.15 +o.17 +1.o2
Cavan 23.00 22.14 --0.86 +0.04 --o.8o
Galway 25.1o 22.o6 --2.4I --2"70 --0"76
Sligo 25"3° 25"97 +o’67 --o.o3 + 1.82
Kerry 25"45 25’85 +o.4o + 1.51 + i .6o
Laois 26"o5 27"59 +I"54 +o’67 --1"46
Donegal 26" 11 25.64 --o’47 +o’45 +o’54
Monaghan 26"25 23"91 --2"34 --I"52 --1.16
Clare 26.48 21 .o6 --5"42 --2"9o --2"99
0ITaly 26.o2 26.93 +o.91 --1"o2 --o.41
Wexford 26"96 32"95 +5"99 +5.66 +~’91
Tipperary (North) 27"27 27"47 +o.21 +1"44 +1"o2
Kilkenny o8.1o o8.91 +o.81 --0.32 --1.77
Tipperary (South) 28"53 3°. 15 + I "62 + I "73 + I "37
Meath 27"98 3o’73 +2"75 +o’78 --0"07
Westmeath 3o"31 31.48 --o.83 --2.30 --0.03
Carlow 09"73 30"83 +0.60 +2"57 +0.68
Limerick 33.8o 35"34 +1"54 +4"05 +3"86
Wicklow 33"39 4°’13 +6"74 +4"79 +5"19
Cork 34"Ol 35"38 +1"17 +1"44 +0"47
Kildare 35"04 31.89 --3"35 --4" 18 --7" 12
Waterford 35"96 33"86 --0-IO --o’59 + I "49
Louth 39"60 34"71 --4’90 --4"74 --3"81

North-West 23"o9 22"77 --0"52 --0"75 --0"40
West 03"52 °1"78 --1"74 --1"63 --0"49
Midlands 25"63 05"7° +0"07 --1.io --0.60
Donegal 06.11 25"64 --o’47 + o’45 + 0"58
South-East 29.86 31 "73 + 1 "87 +o.oi + 1 "41
Mid-West 30.00 09.55 --o.47 + 1.87 + 1.64
North-East 30"03 07’72 --o"3I --1"41 --o.89
South-West 31.9° 33" 11 + 1.21 + 1.73 + 0.62
East (excl. Dublin) 30.05 34,o3 +I.98 +o.21 --o.74

Total (exel. Dublin) 08.59 08.98 +0"39 +o’31 +0.90

*From multiple equation on page °9.

C
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TABLE A2.2: Expected and actual, induced sector by county and region semi-log regression
Percentage of total at work

Expected*    Actual ] Divergence

1961 195I

Divergence- Divergence

Leitrim
Roscommon
Mayo
Longford
Cavan

Galway
Sligo
Kerry
Laois
Donegal

Monaghan
Clare
Offaly
Wexford
Tipperary (North)

Kilkenny
Tipperary (South)
Meath
Westmeath
Carlow

Limerick
Wicklow
Cork
Kildare
Waterford
Louth

x7"99
19.62
2o.34
2I’43
22.9I

:24.86
25.62
26.oi
26.53
27"I2

27’I7
27"44
27"69
28’02
28"24

28.85
29"I9
29"4z

3o~57
3o’72

33"59
33"81
34"24
34"25
35"36
38"34

I7"74
I8’77
20.62
25"07
22.i4
22.69
25"97
25.85

,27"59
25:64

23’9I
2I’06

26"93
,32:95
27:47

28.9I
30"I5
30~73
3I"48
32"33

¯
35"34
40"I3
35"38
31"89
33"86

34.71

0"25
--0.85
+0"28
+3"64
o.77

,--2.I7
+0"35
--o-I6
+ I-o6

1.48

.3.26
--6"38
--o.76
+4"93
--o.77

+0.06
+0.96
+I’32
+0"9x
+I.6I

+I"75
+6"32
+I’I4
~2"36
--I’50
--3.62

+0.56 +i.io
0.72 --0.66

+1"23 +2"23
+ I’26 + I’68
+0.56 7o.58

--2.52 o.73
--0.65 + 1.32
+I.2o +I.29
+0"36 2:64
--o.47 o.57

--2"I5 2~08
--2.81 --3.26
--2.65 --2.I4
+4"67 +I’7I
+0"34 +0’09

--I.25 -=-2.88
+0.88 +0.87

o.49 ; --i.45
--I’48 +0"35
+Z’3I --0"35

+4.oo +3"33
+4"55 +5"5I
+ 1-45 +2. t 5

4"I3 --5"37
+o.18 -~2"23
--2"54 --I’I5

North-West
West
Midlands

Donegal
Sotith-East
Mid-West

North-East
South-West
East (excl. Dublin)

22"96
23"04
25"64

27"I2
30"69

¯ ~3o,76

31.48
32.5°

3?’52

22"77
21-78

,,25.7o

25~64
3I"73
29"55

27"72
33.II
34"o3

o.i9 --:o.6o +0.89
1.26 --I.O5 +0.39

+0.06 --I.46 --I.33

--1"48 --0’48 --0"56
+I’O4 +I’O7 +O’4!
--I.2I +I.o6 ~:o.46

--73.76 -~-2.86 --2.62
+o-6I +I"o7 i +z’53

+I’5I --o.3! V-0"82

Total (excl. Dublin) 29"5 t ¯ 28"98 =-0"53 "5-9!39 :~ ’ =0"37

*From semi-log equatior/on page 3I. " ...... , > .:.., ¯ ~ :: ,

,’)
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T.~LE A2.3: Ex~Oected and actual induced sector by county and region log-log regression

Percentage of total at work

Expected"

1966 1961 1951

Actual    Divergence Divergence Divergence

Leitrim 18"93
Roscommon 20. I I
Mayo 20"62
Longford 21.5°
Cavan 22"71

Galway 24"41
Sligo 25" i I
Kerry 05"48
Laois 25"97
Donegal 26"55

Monaghan 26"59
Clare 26.86
Offaly 27"i I
Wexford 27"44
Tipperary (North) 27"67

Kilkenny 28’30
Tipperary (South) 28.66
Meath 28"89
Westmeath 3°. 16
Carlow 3o’33

Limerick 33"73
Wicklow 34"° t
Cork 34"55
Kildare 34"56
Waterford 36"oo
Louth 4o’21

17"74
I8"77
20.62
25"07
22"I4

22.69
25"97
25.85
27"59
25"64

23.9I
2 I.O6
26"93
32 "95
27"47

28.91
3o’15
3o’73
31.48
32 "33

35"34
4o’13
35"38
31"89
33"86
34"71

--I’I9 --o.64 --o.49
-- I "34 -- I "45 -- I "39
--0’03 +0"54 +0"75
+3"57 +1"31 +x.88
--o’53 +o’53 --o’49

--1"73 --2.1o --o.39
+0.86 --0"05 + x .87
+0"37 +1’7o +I’76
+1"62 +0"28 .1.85
--o"91 +o"13 ’--t-o’o8

--2.68 --i.54 --I"34
--5.80 --2’37 --2"77
--o.18 --2.00 --i.35
+5"51 +5’32 +2"50
--o.2o +o.97 +o.87

+o~6I --0.63 --2.14
+ 1 "49 + 1 "48 + I "6o
+1"84 +o’15 +o’67
+ I’32 -- I’OO +o.99
+2.00 +i.77 +0"25

+1.6I +4.i6 +3.51
+6.12 +4"25 +5"23
+0"83 +1’IO +I.95
--2 "67 --4"39 --5’86
--2’I4 --0.54 + 1.65
--5.5° --5.05 --4.i2

North-West 22"75
West 22.82
Midlands 25" i I

Donegal : , 26"55
South-East 3o’30
Mid-West 3o’37

North-East "31.19
South-West 3o’4°
East (excl. Dublin) 32"42

22"77
21.78
25.7°

25"65
3I"73
29"55

27"72
33.11
34"o3

+o.o2 --0.36
-- I.o4 --0’98
+0"59 --0.88

--0.90 +o.13
+ 1.43 + 1 ’55
--0.82 + 1.68

--3 "47 --2.46
+o.71 +I’24
+1.6z --o.11

+0.85
+O’IO

--0.60

+o.o8
+o.99
+1.22

--2"01

+ 1.95
-=o.6o

Total (excl. Dublin) ¯ 09’00 28’98 --0.02 +o’21 +0.42
*From log-log equation on page 32.

k.._



Section 3

Employment Patterns in 1971

I N this section a brief outline of the x97~ patterns is presentcd. As will become~

apparent, these arc not grcatly dissimilar to the x966 pattcrns described in
the prcvions Sccti0n. C0nscqucntly the discussion in this Section is much
briefer, as most of the comment relating to I966 remains Valid for x971.

It can bc sccn from Tablc 6 that the continuing dcclinc in agricultural
employment has led to a downward shift in the degree of dcpendcncc on
agriculture in every county. The proportion Of the workforcc cngagcd in
agriculture now ranges from 12.6 per cent in L0Uth to just over 6o per cent
in P,.oscommon, which has replaced Lcitrim as the county most dcpcndcnt on
agriculture. The same two counties occupy top and bottom positions in the
proportion of the workforce in commercial autonomous employment, where
there has been a Substantial upward movement with every county showing an
increased proportion and the national average (exCluding Dublin) an increase
of almost 3 per cent.

Social autonomous employment has also shown a uuiversal increase in the
proportions engaged, although the increase is rather smaller at 1.6 per cent
on a national basis. Westmeath continues to have the highest proportion in
this category, and Offaly the lowest.

The proportion in induced employment also rose in all counties, with an
average rise of 2.I per cent. Wicldow remains the county with the highest
proportion of induced employment, but Roscommon has replaced Leitrim at
the bottom end of the scale.

One result of these general movements in elnployment patterns between
1966 and x971 has been a fall in the ratio between the top and bottom Counties
in each form of non-agricultural employment.~ ThUS in I97I, the ratios were
6.2 to I for commercial autonomous, 2.o to x for social autonomous and x’9
to x for induced employment. In the Case of the autonomous employment
categories, this narrowing of the ratios does not appear to be very significant,
as the length of the range between the highest and lowest incre~ed for com-
mercial and remained virtually unchanged for social autonomous employment.

However, in the case of induced employment the narrowing of the ratio does
appear important. It is accompanied by a significant reduction in the length
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TABLE 6: Employment pattern by county and region, i97 I
Percentage of total at work

37

Locally autonomou$

Agriculture, Commercial
etc. Social I Locally

Total induced

Leitrim 59"45 7" i o i i "35
Roscommon 60"32 6"42 I I’97
Mayo 57’o8 8"47 z 1.42
Longford 51.75 8.56 i3.38
Cavan 51.8o 12.92 z I "24

Galway 48.5i lO.63 15.2o
Sligo 44"59 13" 14 I3’o8
Kerry 44" 7° 15"o3 12"56
Laois 44"2o I3"15 13"17
Donegal 42 "59 16.56 12 "47

Monaghan 42" 62 19 "82 12.8 I
Clare 45.o5 i8.14 12.98
Offaly 43" 1 o 17’o4 i o. 52
Wexford 37.IO 16.o2 11 "73
Tipperary (North) 40.49 I8.2I I3.56

Kilkenny 38.o3 17.84 13.33
Tipperary (South) 38.24 16.37 i3.76
Meath 34"98 19.48 12.52
Westmeath 34"85 lO.32 21.15
Carlow 33"8o 2o.51 13" 15

Limerick 26"36 21’29 I4"4I
Wicklow 22"33 24"49 I2"o9
Cork 24"54 23"92 14"64
Kildare 25"28 24"53 17.29
Waterford 22 .o5 28.98 14.5°
Louth 12"58 39.65 13.o6

18.44 22.Ii
18.39 21.29
19.9o 23.02
21.94 26.3I
24"15 24.05

25"85 25"66
26.22 29.i9
27"58 27"72
n6"32 29.48
29"o3 ~8.38

32"63 24"75
3I’Z3 23"82
27"56 29’34
27"39 35"5°
3I"77 27"75

3I’77 3o’8o
3o.13 31.62
32"oo 33.o3
3I"47 33"68
33.66 32"54

35"7° 37"93
36"58 41 "o9
38"56 36.9°
41.82 32"9°
43"47 34"47
52"7o 34"72

North-West 5°. 17 10.88 12.42 23"3° 26"53
West 52"I3 9"73 13"6o 23"32 24"54
Midlands 46.75 I1.I8 z4.o8 25-26 27"99
Donegal 42"59 I6"56 I2"47 29’o3 28"38
South-East 33"53 2o.o6 13.i8 33"24 33"23
Mid-West 34.64 i9.76 13.82 33.58 31.79

North-East 32"8o 26"o5 I2"43 38"47 28"73
South-West 29"25 21.85 14. z4 36.oo 34.76
East (exel. Dublin) 27"74 22"77 I4"O2 36"79 35"48

Total (excl. Dublin) 36.89 18"44 I3"58 32"02 3I’o8

Dublin* 1.51 3o.23 19.24 49"47 49"o2
Grand Total* 26"35 21"96 15"26 37"22 36"43

*See reservations to Table z.
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of the range between highest and Iowest;andby a tendency for the counties
with the largest induced sectors in I966 to exhibit the smallest increases in
x 97 i. This provides further evidence in favour of the hypothesis that there may

be a ceiling on the proportion of the w0rkforce engaged in the induced sector,
and that as this ceiling is approached so further changes in the composition of
the autonomous sector have tittle impact onthe induced sector.

AS with the 1966 data employment in the non-agricultural autonomous
sector was expressed as a percentage of:all autonomous employment and the
resulting variable used as the independent variable in two simple regression
models, one based on a linear relationship, the other on a semidogarithmic
relationship.

Table 7 gives the results for both forms of equation alongside the results
obtained from regressions for earlier years.

TABLE 7: Resu/ts of linear and Semilogarithmie regressions for 1971 compared witl~ Other years

¯
Linear :

I95’ { li6i’, I966 { 197i

&mi.log

i95i ~ 196i ’1966    1971

Intercept x x-49
,, (t) (8.41)

I2"87’ 14"95 "
(5"91)-’ (5"5o) (4"00) (3"3o)(8.60) ,(’76.835  -22.o8 -2,.95 -2o.58 -22.85

Coefficient     o,513 0"405 : 0"353 0"305 33’96‘ 32"41 31"54 32"42
,, (t) "(Ii’36) (9.82) (8.o3) (6"80) (12"9I) (I2.o9)(9"51) (7’66)

Adj’R~ "835 "792 "717
SEE m67 2-69 3.04
F value 127"7 96"3 64"4
DW 2"23 x’98 z-o8
Tau x4 16 / 6

"644    ~869     "853 "781 ;697
3"II 2"38, 2"26 2"67 2"87

46:2 166:7’ 146"3 90"4 58"6I
x’9o 2"5o 2"59 1"32 2.x8

Io 17 15 Io go

The fit continued to be reasonably good and clearly significant but less so
than in i966 which was itself less good than previous years. The evidence that

the ’slope is tending to flatten, and the relationship to weaken, continued to
mount. There seems to be a tendency for induced employment to:stabilise

around 35 per cent as the county becomes more developed: There was no
change in the proportion of induced employment in Louth between I966 and
i971 and only a marginal’increase in:Waterfordi In Northern Ireland BlaCk
and Jefferson reported no instance of induced employment in excess of 36 per
cent though incomesare much higher inthat partofIreland and the proportion
in agriculture there in t966 much lower than in the ’ Republic: Nevertheless
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for most counties in the Republic, the hypothesis that the proportion of the
autonomous sector which is non-agricultural is a major determinant of the
size of the induced sector continues to be supported by the 197I analysis.

While the value of the various parameters convey an impression of a looser
fit of the regression line to the data, one favourable aspect of the i971 results
has been the higher values obtained from the Durbin-Watson and Geary Tau
tests compared to those obtained for I966. These are very much in line with
the earlier years and suggest that the presence of considerable serial correlation
in I966 was due to some unexplained factor which operated in that year.
A possible explanation may be that while certain types &induced employment
are subject to long-term trends in social habits and technology, for example,
domestic service and employment in the electricity supply industry, others may
have been more influenced by cyclical Factors, for example, building and,
perhaps, specialised retail trading. If this is so, observed changes may reflect
the points on the cycle at which the various Censes have been taken. The
Census of I966 probably reflects the period at which the Republic came closest
to full employment in the last two decades. Induced employment in a situation
of relatively high employment levels is likely to be different from periods in
which the general level of employment was lower and which would tend to
promote underemployment in family business. This has been the case in many
Continental countries.

The Linear Equation
Table 8 presents the non-agricultural autonomous sector as a proportion of

total autonomous employment. These figures are used with the linear equation
to forecast the expected proportion in induced employment in each county
and the forecasts in turn compared with the actual outturn. As before, the sign
of the residuals is of major interest, given the hypothesis that divergences reflect
other factors that have inductive power in specific counties and are therefore
not strictly random. Between 1966 and 1971 only two counties changed their
sign, Kerry and North Tipperary. For the first time both displayed negative
divergence but this was not surprising given the trend over the previous fifteen
years in which the size of the positive divergence had fallen almost to zero.

Six counties had large divergences in 1971 and four of these were the same
as in I966--Clare, Wexford, Wicklow and Louth. Limerick had a reduced
divergence in 1966 but in 1971 was back to the levels of I95i and 196i.
lV[onaghan’s negative divergence had been growing in earlier years but
increased sharply in 1971. In general, the stability of the divergence pattern
confirms the belief that they are related in the main to long-term geographical
and economic factors.

However, if the changes in individual divergences are examined, the first
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TABI~ 8: Expected and actual induced sector, i97! linear equation

Per cent

197z

aVon-agriculturalautonomoussharesector ~

~ Expected    Locally             of induced t.[ total at as work a percentage

Roscoinillon.
Leitrim
Mayo
Longford
Cavan

Galway
Sligo
Laois
Kerry
Offaly

Donegal
Clare
Wexford
Monaghan
Tipperary (North)

Kilkenny
Tipperary (South)
Westmeath
Meath
Carlow

Limerick
Cork
WickloW
Kildare

23"37
23.68
25"85
29"77
31.8o

34"75
37"03
37"32
38. x 6
39.oo

40"54
40.86
42 "47
43"36
43 "96

45"04
44’o7
47"45
47"78
49 "89

57"52
6I’II
62"IO
62"32

Waterford 66.34
Louth 80,73

23"49
23"59
24"25
25"44
26.o6

26.96
27.66
27"74
28.00
28-26

28.73
08.82
29"3I
29"59
29"77

30.IO
29-80
30"83
3o’93
31 "58

33 "9o
35"oo
35 "3°
35"37
36"59
4o’98

Actual Divergence

I966

Divergence

2I-29
22"II
23.02
26.31
24"o5
25.66
29"I9
29"48
27-72
29"34

28"38
23.82
35"50
24"75
27"75

3o-8o
31.62
33"68
33"o3
32"54

37"93
36-9°
4I’o9
32-9o

34"47
34"72

~2"20
--I.48
--I.23
+0"87
--2"OI

--I.30
+r’53
+1"74

0.28
+i.o8

o.35
---5"OO
+6"X9
--4"84
--2"02

+0"70
+ 1-82
+2"85
+2.1o
+0"96

+4"o3
+ I’90
+5"79
--2"47
--2"I2
--6.26

2"8I
--3.IO
--1.32
+2"55
--i.24

--1.98
+o.74
+ 1.66
+0.32
+o’o3

--o’78
--5"63

+5"76
--2.55
+0.08

+o’95
+ 1.86
+I’78
+2’23
+2"46

+2-00
+I.i4
+6.48
--2.36
--o.01

--6.26

West
North-West
Midlands

Donegal
Mid-West
South-East

N0rth-East
South-West
East (excl. Dublin)

30.9I
3I’72
35"09

40"54
49"22
49"8I

53"98
55"I8
57"o3

25.80
26-o4
27"07

28:73
31.38
31.56

32~3
33"20

"33.76

24.54 --i.26 --i.69
26"53 +0.49 --0.66
27"99 +0.92 +0.45

28.38 --o.35 --o.78
3I’79 +o.41 o.38
33"24 +i.68 +1"87

28.73 4.io 3.Ol
34"76 +1"56 +I:I5
35"48 +-1.72 +2.04

Total (excl. Dublin) 46.47 30.54 3I.O8 +0.54    +0.36
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regularity to be observed is that in eleven of the fourteen least developed
counties the divergence moved in a positive way, whereas in the eleven more
developed counties, eight divergences moved in a negative direction. Louth
had no change. If these movements are related to changes in the absolute
numbers in non-agricultural autonomous employment, it is striking that the
three developed counties where the movements were in a positive direction,
Limerick (3"7), Westmeath (6.4) and Cork (8.2), had increases in non-
agricultural autonomous employment well below the average for the country
excluding Dublin (12.6). The only other counties in this group with below
average rates of change, South Tipperary (II.I) and Louth (I2"3), did not
differ greatly from the average. Louth displayed no change and South
Tipperary a very small negative movement. In the case of the fourteen less
developed counties the three exceptions to the positive trend, Cavan (22"4),
Monaghan (30.4) and Kerry (19.7), all showed increases in non-agricultural
autonomous employment well in excess of the average. Only two other counties
in this group had rates as high as these--Leitrim (i9.9) and Longford (28.7)
which, while high on a percentage basis, represented in absolute numbers
very few employees.

This tendency of the movement in the divergence to be related to the size
of the absolute change in the non-agricultural autonomous sector also appears
in the regional data, although the North-West (like Leitrim) is a departure
from the general tendency. This tends to confirm the hypothesis enunciated
in relation to 1966 data that there may be a considerable period of adjustment
before the inductive power of increases in non-agricultural autonomous
employment brings about a new equilibrium between autonomous and
induced employment. It is interesting to note that whereas the Mid-West
region had a large negative movement between 1961 and 1966 when investment
in Shannon was extremely high and employment rising rapidly, this region
had a large positive movement in the late ’sixties when the rate of expansion
in non-agricultural autonomous employment there was the lowest in the State.
Presumably part of this positive movement was due to a tendency towards
equilibrium.

The Semi-log Equation
The semi-log form of the regression has been presented already and displays

the same features as the linear form--a very satisfactory result for the Durbin-
Watson test which had been less good in 1966, and a general weakening of the
fit which none the less remained good and highly significant. The parameters
of the equation however did not continue to change in the same manner as
before. The intercepts, which were all negative, had been reducing from 22"08
to 21.95 and 20.58 respectively in the first three years. In r97I the value was
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TABLE 9 : Expected and, actual induced sector, 1971 semi-log equation

Percentage of total at work

J . .

I 1971 I 1966

l-

Actual DivergenceI Divergence

Roscommon
Leitrim
Mayo
Longf0rd
Cavan

Galway
Sligo
Laois
Kerry
Offaly

Donegal
Clare
Wexford
Monaghan
Tipperary (North)

Kilkenny
Tipperary (South)
Westmeath
Meath
Carlow

Limerick
Cork
Wicklow
Kildare
Water ford
Louth

21.52
21.7o
22"94
24"93
25-86

27.10-
28.00
28.11
28.42
28"73

29"27
29"38
29"93
30"22
30"41

3o’76
3o’45
3 I’49
31;59,
32"20

34"2o
35"O5
35"28
35’33

21"29
22’II

23.02
26"31
2.4.05

25.66
29,19
29.48
27.72
29"34

28.38
23"82
35"5°
24-75
27"75

30.8o
31.62
33.68
33 "o3
32 "54

37"93
36.9°
41 :o9
,32.9°

36’21 34"47
38:97 34"72

I97I
Linear

divergence

--0.23
+0"41
+o’o8
+ 1.38

I ’8I

+I’19

-h1"37
0.70

+O’6I

o’89
--5:56
+5"57
5"47
--2.66

~o’o4
+i.17
+2.19
+1"44
+o.34

+3"73
-~.85
~5~81
--2"43
--1"74

¯ ,v--4"25

0.85
0"25

+0.28
+3"64

o-77

--2"20
1.48
1.23

+0.87
--2"0I

2. t 7 1.3°

+0"35 + 1.53
+1.o6 +I"74,

o?I6
~

--o.28
o.76 + 1.o8

--0.35
6.38 +5.00

+4"93 +6"19
2.26 4.84
0"77 2.02

+0.66 +o’7o
+0.96 + 1-82
+0.91 +2,.85
+1.32 "-~’- 2" 10
@I’6I +O’96

+ 1"75 :’ +4"O3
+1.14 +1"9o

+6"32 +5;79
2.36 2.47

--1.5o --2~I2
--3.62 =6:26

West
North-West
Midlands

Donegal
Mid-Xcgest
South-East

North-East
South-West ....
East (excl. Dublin)

Total excl. (Dublin)

25.46
25.82
27"24

29.27
32’0I
32~17

33"31
33.62
34"08

3I"59

24"54 0"92
26.53 +0.71-
27"99 +°’75

28"38        0’89
31.79 .     --o.22
33"24     +1"07

28.73 : 4.58
34.76 + I~" 14
35"48. + 1-4°

31 "08 " O’5I

1.26

O’I9
+0"06

4̄8
I’OI

4- i.o4

3"76
+o.6I
+1"5I

o.53

I’26

+o’49
+o’92

0"35
+O’41
+ 1.68

4"1o
+ I ~56
-4-1 "75

+0.54
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22’85, i.e. higher than in 1951. Similarly the coefficients had declined pro-
gressively from 33.96 to 32.41 and 31.54 but in 1971 reverted to almost exactly
the 1961 level: 32"42.

Table 9 gives the predicted and actual values of the proportion in induced
employment in each county and region in 1971. The divergences are compared
with those in 1966 and with the divergences obtained from the use of the linear
model. Eighteen out of twenty-six counties had smaller divergences using this
form compared to the linear. Of the eleven counties at the top of the slope,
ten had better results, and in the remaining case, Wicklow, the semi-log
divergence was only slightly larger (5.81 vs. 5"79). At the lower end of the slope
six out of eight counties had better fits from semi-log equation. In the middle
only two out of seven were better, but nolle was very much worse. On average
the divergences were smaller and of course the values for R~ and F were higher.

As in the case of the linear equation the pattern of divergences shows great
consistency with the 1966 pattern. Whatever formulation is used, and whichever
years are compared, this stability in the pattern of divergences call be observed.
This prompts the idea that the divergence pattern can itself be used in the
equations, and that a very high degree of fit could then be expected. To test
this the 1971 regressions were re-run, with the 1966 divergence patterns (X2)
included as a second independent variable. The results were as follows (T
values in parentheses) :

Linear Yc= i6.48+o.3oXl+o.96X2 0.96 271.2 I.iO 1.65 205.8
(22"4) (I9"I3) (I3"O5)

Semi-log Tc=--22.86+32.4o log Xl+o.99X~ 0.95 217.3 1.22 1.56 323.0
(7.88) (i8.oo) (io.49)

These are highly satisfactory. The intercepts and the coefficients of the main
explanatory variable are virtually unchanged from the simple regression, while
the coefficients of the I966 divergences are very close to the expected value of x.
All the variables are highly significant, while the fit of the equations as a whole
has improved dramatically. By taking account of the divergences observed at
the previous Census, both the linear and the semi-log equations explain about

95 per cent of the variation between counties in the proportion of the workforce
engaged in the induced sector.

It will be recalled that, in the analysis of the 1966 results, attention was paid
to the individual components of the induced sector, and to a multiple regression
equation distinguishing between the commercial and social autonomous
sectors. Similar exercises have been carried out on the i971 data, but the
results are so similar to those for i966 that there seems to be no benefit in
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presenting a detailed discussion, which would largely be a mere repetition of
the previous Section. ,The relevant equations are included as an Appendix to
this Section for the benefit of the interested reader. For the: more general
reader, tlie conclusions reached concerning the I966 data in Section 2 appear
tQi be supported by the I97I figures.



Appendix to Section 3

Results of regression analysis on the eom~Oonents of the induced and non-agricultural autonomous sectors, 1971

Coeff~ient Intercept F SEE 1)W

Retail 1
Retail 2
Retail 1 and 2
Other Trade
Transport
Miscellaneous
Building
Total above
Domestic Service
All Induced

Commercial
Social
Manufacturing
Non-Manufacturing

Components of induced employment

¯ oo38 (o-351) 6.I2 (12"23) --o’o4
¯ o653 (9.14) 1-26 (3"79) o’77
"o69I (4"5I) 7"38 (lO’37) o’44
¯ 0729 (6"83) I’46 (2"95) o 65
"o3o7 (3"33) 2.12 (4"94) o’29
¯ o468 (4.29) x.8o (3"54) o’41
¯ o728 (4-32) 2"58 (3"3°) o.41
¯ 2922 (7"22) 15"35 (8-15) o-67
¯ o127 (1-98) 1.Ol (3"42) O.ll
¯ 3o49 (6.8o) 16-37 (7.85) o.64

Components of aVon-Agricultural Autonomous Employment

"2545 (4"75) ~. I2"58 (4"o6) 0"67
¯ 568o (3-36) f
"2112 (3"67) ~. 11-43 (4"0o) 0"7o
"5935 (4"55) f

o.I~, 0-75 2.14
83-57 0"49 2.03
20.36 I-O6 2.o6 r,
46-69 0.74 2.08
I I’07 0.64 2.32
18"39 0"76 2"23
18"65 1"17 1"97
52"I I 2"81 I’88

3"94 0-44 1"8o
46.22 3"1I 1.9o

Ct~

O

25"94 3"02 2.22*

30.09 2.86 2.3ot

*Chi square=48.52.
tChi square=38-9I.



Section 4

Forecasting Models

.... k

THZ application of cross-section regression analysis to Census employment
ldata appears from this paper and its predecessor (Baker I966) to be a
reasonably successful method of descriptive analysis. However, the utility of
the exercise would be greatly increased if the equations could be adapted for
use as partial forecasting models, clearly the hypothesis itself and the equations
derived from it cannot be of any assistance in forecasting the overall employ-
ment structure likely to obtain in any county or region in the future. However,
it does seem reasonable tO hope that the analysis presented in the paper can be
used as part of the forecasting procedure. The induced sector is the most
difficult area of employment to forecast by direct methods, as most employers
in the sector are small, and few changes in induced employment are the result

of conscious long-term planning decisions by either the State itself or by S!ate-
assisted private companies. : "

On the other hand, it is not unreasonable to Suppose that fairly accurate
forecasts can be made of employment in the autonomous sector in particular
counties or regions. Such forecasts are likely to be a combination of extra-
polations of trends, as in the case of agricultural employment, and direct
enquiry, as in the case of grant-aided manufacturing industry. If reasonably
accurate forecasts of autonomous sectors of employment can be made by such
methods, then the availability of a usable prediction model for the induced
sector would be of considerable value for planning purposes, as it would enable
the conversion of the forecasts for the autonomous sector into a rough forecast
of total employment in an area.

In the earlier paper an attempt was made to derive a forecasting model,
based on the parameters of the equations for the most recent Census year. It was
found that the equations for one year could not simply be applied to the non-
agricultural share of the autonomous sector in some future year, mainly because

of the temporal Shifts in the relationships already noted.
An attempt was made to overcome this problem by studying the pattern of

those changes in induced employment which were not explained by the model
itself. It was observed that these unexplained 6r "exogenous" changes did
exhibit some ~ fairly clear national patterns’ between I961 and I966, and a

46
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forecasting method based on predicting national "exogenous" trends in various
categories of induced employment was postulated.

Examination of the period from 1961 to z 966 suggests that this approach to
the problem has serious drawbacks. In the first place, the pattern~ were much
weaker and less consistent than in the earlier period. Secondly, the trends were
very different in the later period than in the earlier, casting doubt on the
forecaster’s ability to predict the trends for any future period. Thirdly, the
method is theoretically unattractive as it rests on no explicit hypothesis of
causation. In addition to these basic drawbacks, the method is excessively

cumbersome to use, which is a factor of some practical significance although
of little theoretical weight.

Fortunately, study of the cross section regression equations for the greater

number of Census years now available suggests that there may be a simpler
method which proves more effective. This method centres upon forecasting
the parameters of the equations for a future year. Inspection of the equations
for past Census years reveals a tendency for the intercept of the equations to
rise and for the regression coefficients to fall over time. This is illustrated in
Chart i.

The tendency is most marked, most persistent and most formative in the
case of the simple linear equations. For the semi-log regressions, i971 appears
to have reversed the previously observed trend, but, nevertheless, over the
period as a whole the tendency remains for intercepts to rise and coefficients

to fall. The existence of this tendency, and in particular its uniformity in the
case of the simple linear equations for the total induced sector, encourages
belief that it might be possible to project the parameters of the equations
forward.

Although the same tendency cart be seen in regard to the linear equations
for several of the components of the induced sector, it seems that to attempt to
project the equations for individual components might be stretching the utility
of our employment hypothesis too far. It is, therefore, intended to concentrate
on the development of potential prediction models only for the induced sector
as a whole.

Given the existence now of cross-section regressions for four Census years,
it appears that the most valid procedure for establishing and testing the
suggested approach to constructing prediction models is to base such models
initially on the three years tO I966, to test the results against i97I, and then,
if the tests are satisfactory, to recalculate the models inclusive of i97i data to
apply to I976.

Taking the data from z951 to 196I, the simplest method of projecting the
parameters for the linear and semi-log equations for I97I would appear to be
as follows. The change in the regression coefficients of the linear equation was
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a little over 0.05 in each five-year period, while in the case of the semi-log
equation the coefficient changed by about 0.8 per five years. Deducting these
average changes from the 1966 values, the projected coefficients for 1971
become 0.30 in the linear and 30.74 in the semi-log formulation. With regard
to the intercepts the position is less clear cut, as their rise was much greater
between 1961 and 1966 than it was in the earlier period. Given that the period
from i966 to I97i in every way resembled that from i96i to 1966 more than
that from 1951 to I96i, it was decided that the change in the later period was
more appropriate as an adjustment in projecting the intercepts to 1971.

Thus the basic equations projected for 1971 emerge as:

Linear :Fc = i7.o+o.3oX
Semi-log Tc = -- I9.2 +30"74 log X1

However, these basic equations are not on their own sufficient for forecasting
induced employment in any particular county. Account must also be taken of
that county’s likely divergence tYom the result of the regression equations.

As was shown earlier, the divergences between actual and predicted results
tend to follow a fairly stable pattern, so that a tendency towards a positive or
negative divergence is likely to persist in any particular county. Thus the
insertion of the i966 divergence for each county is necessary in the model for
1971. However, as could be seen from Tables 3, 6 and 8, there were some
fairly substantial changes in the size of some divergences, although not in their
signs. These changes, although neither large nor numerous enough to cause
concern over the validity of the basic hypothesis, are in some cases large
enough to introduce a significant risk of distortion in the application of the
equations as prediction models to particular counties or regions.

It was suggested in an earlier section of the paper that the changes in the
divergences could be systematic, and that they might be related to dynamic
fi~ctors, such as the speed of development of an area. This possibility can be
tested by regressing the changes in the divergence on some measure of the pace
of development.

In the context of this paper, the simplest measure of the pace of development
is the change in the non-agricultural share of the autonomous sector. If we
express the increase in the share over a period as a percentage of the share in
the opening year, we thus obtain our first potential explanatory variable (X1).

However, it is possible, and in the I95I to I961 period frequently was so,
that an increase in the non-agricultural share of the autonomous sector reflects
a fall in agricultural employment rather than a growth in non-agricultural
autonomous employment. It is stretching definitions rather far to call such an
occurrence development. There is a case therefore for including the simple

D
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percentage increase (or decrease) in the numbers engaged in the non-
agricultural autonomous sectors as a second potential explanatory variable (X2).

It has been noted already that employment patterns in counties adjacent to
Dublin tend to be distorted in various ways through their proximity to the city.
The nature of these distortions tends to change over time. The inclusion of a
dummy variable (X3) for Meath, Kildare and Wicklow therefore appears
justified.                "

The test thus involves four dependent variables; the change in the linear and
the semi-log divergences for I96X-66 and for I951-6I; and three independent
variables (Xt, XI and X3 as described) used in various combinations. Cross-
section linear regressions on a county basis are carried out for each of these
variables.

Most of the results for i961-66 are set out in Table IO. It can be seen from
the Table that the results for the period are highlysatisfactory. All the equations
are significant overaU, and the better equations explain over 7° per cent of
the variation in the dependent Variables. Thus, in general terms, the results
appear consistent with the hypothesis that the change in the divergence is
inversely related to the speed of development.

With regard to the use of the results for forecasting purposes there would
appear to be a drawback in the extreme instability of the coefficients for XI
and XI. However, this drawback is more apparent than real. The instability
of the individual coefficients is an almost classical example of the effects of
collinearity in multiple regression analysis. In the I961-66 period X1 and X,
are highly correlated (the coefficient of correlation is "8o4). However, with the
means and standard deviations of X1 and Xz being reasonably similar, it can
be seen from the coefficients that their combined values are relatively stable,
despite the instability of each individually. Thus for predictive purposes, either
or both variables can be used without any great difference in the outcome, and
the entire performance of the individual coefficients is of limited importance.

The dummy variable for contiguity to Dublin, X3, is significant in aU the
equations in which it appears, possesses a reasonably stable coefficient, and
markedly improves the fit of the equations which include it. Thus in any model
based on the x96I to x966 period, the dummy variable should be included,
along with either or both of the other variables.

Similar regression analysis for the period I951 to I96I gives rather different
results. These are set out in Table i i. It can be seen that, although they are
all significant, the general fit of the equations is not so good as those for t96I
to x966. This is particularly true of the equations dealing with the divergences
of the original linear formulati0n. Nevertheless, the i951 to I96I: analysis does
confirm most of the findings from the I96I to I966 regressions. For the earlier
period, as for the later, a significant relationship exists between: the speed of
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TABLE IO : Divergence change analysis, i96i-i966
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A. Variables

Dependent
%’1 Change in linear equation divergences, i96i-i966
Y~ Change in semi-log equation divergences, I96i-I966

Independent
Xx Change in non-agrlcuhural share of autonomous sector, as percentage of

share in I96I
X, Change in numbers engaged in non-agricultural autonomous sector, as

percentage of number in I96I
Xa Dummy variable; Meath, Kildare, Wicklow = I, other counties -- o.

B. Equations

Equation
,5l"o.

Equations
(T-values in brackets)

F SEE DW

I %’1c----2"oI --o’I3oX1 "414 I8"69 I’o85 2"24
(3"93) (4"32)

2 ~’ac= I’O9--o’Io9X2 "455 21"85 I’o47 2.o1
(3"5x) (4"67)

3 %’1c---- I’74--°" 125X1H- I’717X8 "557 16"73 "944 I’84
(3"83) (4"77) (2"96)

4 %’1~=°’93 --°’I 2°X2+2"345X8 "741 36"71 "722 1’96
(4"32) (7"43) (5"24)

5 %’1c=o’96--o’oo3Xl--o’I I8X~+2"334Xs "729 23"42 "738 I’97
(~’35) (0"07) (3"95) (4"86)

6 Y.,c----2.27--o’x47Xx ’443 2o’89 Ix’57 2.oI
(4"I6) (4"57)

7 %’2c= I’I8--O’I I8X2 "449 2 I’35 I’I5I I’73

(3"47) (4"6~)
8 T~=I’98--o.I42Xl+I’815Xs .576 IS"oI I’OO9 1.7x

(4"o7) (5"04) (2"92)

9 T~= I.oI --o" I3oX~--k’~’5odXs "72o 33"I9 "82o 1.76
(4"I4) (7"1o) (4"93)

xo Y~c=I’°I--o’o2~Xl--o’II6Xz+2"dx9Xa "7~tx 2I’5I "833 I’78
(2"64) (o’5I) (3"42) (4"46)

The Standard Deviations of the Dependent Variables are:
Y1 1"42, Ytl I’55
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development of a county and the:change in its divergence from the cross-
section regression pattern.

It is interesting to note that in the 1951 to i96I period there is a far weaker
correlation between the alternative measures of development. (The correlation
coefficient between X1 and X, is .5o6), This reduction in the degree of multi-
collinearity has the effect of greatly reducing the instability of the regression
coefficients of Xx and X, as compared with Table xo and in the best equations
in Table x I both variables are significant.

On the other hand, the dummy variable for proximity to Dublin has no
significance in the 195I-6I period, in contrast to its high significance in all the
i96i--66 equations.

These differences betWeen the results reported in Tables I O and x x are by
no means surprising when the differences between the periods covered which
were outlined in the previous section, are taken into account. In the earlier
period the principal factor leading to an increase in the non-agricultural share
of the autonomous sector was the decline in,agricultural employment. In the
later period, not only was the increase in the non-agricultural share of the
autonomous sector much more rapid (a mean increase of I5.9 per cent in

5 years compared with a mean increase of i8.4 per cent in ten years) but it
was based to a far greater extent on an actual rise in non-agricultural autono-
mous employment. Thus the higher correlation between X1 and X, in the
i96i-66 period reflects the different pattern and greater pace of development
in that period.

Similarly, although the working population of County Dublin rose between
i951 and I96I, the rise wasneither rapid nor extensive enough to exert a
positive influence on: induced employment in neighbouring counties. Between
i96i and I966 on the other hand the vigorous growth of the greater Dublin
area spilled over into the adjacent counties, being reflected particularly in the
building and construction sector, and to a lesser extent in commuting by other
service sector workers. Thus the dummy variable for contiguity to Dublin
possesses no significance for the earlier period but a strong significance for
the latter.

Turning to the use of the regression analysis of divergence change for
prediction purposes, we are faced with the problem of choosing the most
appropriate equation from Tables IO or i i. As the I966-7i period has much
more in common with I961"66 than with I95I-6I, it seems clear that for
predictive purposes the selection should be from Table Io. Obviously, given
its high significance, the dummy variable X3 for proximity to Dublin should
be included. At first sight it appears to matter little which of the two measures
of development is used, as each separately or both together give such similar
results for i961-66. However, the greater ease of use, together with the avoid-
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TABLE I I : Divergence change analysis, 1951-1961
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A. Variables

Dependent
fi Change in linear equation divergences, 1951-1961
:Fs Change in semi-log equation divergences, 1951-1961

Independent
X1 Change in non-agricultural share of autonomous sector, as percentage of

share in 1951
X2 Change in numbers engaged in non-agricultural autonomous sector, as

percentage of number in 1951
X8 Dummy variable; Meath, Kildare, Wicklow = 1, other counties = o.

B EquaHons

Equation
No.

Equations
(T-values in brackets)

F SEE D W

3

4

5

~"1c = I "57 --o’o87Xa "245
(2.80) (3"02)

Yic= --°’26--°’I°2X2 "405
(1"38) (4"24)

Y1c= 1.52 --o.o85X1+ o.2o4X8 .215
(2.83) (o.31)

Tic=--o.3o-o.lolx
2+o’359X8 "389

(I.48) (4"1,1) (0"62)

Yic=o’46-o’o39Xl-o’o82X2+o’227X3 "4o4
(O’7I) (1"25) (2"87) (0"39)

9.1I I.O46 2.81

i8.o 0.928 2"43

4"43 i.o66 2"73

8.96 "941 2"4°

6-64 -929 2.82

6 :F,c=2"o1--o’11IXi
(3"5o) (3’76)’

7 f2c= --O"31 --O’124Xs
(1"62) (5"09)

8

9

IO

"345 14"I4 1"o69 2"23

"5°0 25"96 "934 2.00

¯ 316 6.78 I’O92 2’24

¯ 48o x2"54 "952 2.oo

lO’55 "9oi 2"5I

~/’2 c = 2"02--0"I 12Xi--o.o42X.
(3"27) (3"61) (0"06)

/%= --o.33--o" 123X~+o" I81X,
(1.6I) (4"94) (o’3I)

T~e=o’8o--o’o57X1-o’o95Xz-o’o16Xs "534
(1"29) (2"92) (3"43) (0"03)

The Standard Deviations of the Dependent Variables are:
1.2o, 1"32
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ance of collinearity, suggests the choice of one variable rather than both.
On the grounds that it is a better measure of genuine development over time,
and also because it produces rather better results in the equations, X~ has
been chosen.

We are now in a position to obtain two experimental prediction models for
county induced employment in x971, which can be tested against the actual
outcome in that year. These are Constructed by combining the projected static
equations previously shown with the x966 divergence and the dynamic diverg-
ence equations 4 and 9 from Table i o. In view of the errors inevitable in any
exercise of this sort, it seems preferable to simplify the equations to two places
of decimals for the coefficients and one place for the constants.*

The combined equations of the models for 1971 are as follows:

Y ,= numbers in induced employment

X = numbers in non-agricultural autonomous employment

Z = numbers in agricultural employment

Y
Y Y+X+Z x Ioo

X
x X IO0

X+Z

d --= county divergence in 1966 (from Table 2)

d’ -= county divergence in t966 (from Table A3.2)
e = dummy variables for contiguity to Dublin.

Subscript indicates year

(I) Y~c -- I7"O+O’3Oxn+d66+°’9--°’I2(X71--X66 × ioo) +2"3e.
X66

(2) Ync -- -- i9.2 +2o.74 log x71 ±d’66+ I.o--o.x 3 (XTj --X66 × Ioo) +2.5e.

X66

(3) Y,~, = (X,,qcZn x 100)--(X,l+Z,~)
IOO --.Y~Ie

Equations (I) and (2) provide alternative estimates of the proportion of the
workforce in the induced sector of: a county. Equation 3 simply converts this
proportion to absolute numbers.

*An attempt to incorporate the independent variables of the "dynamic" equations into the basic
crom.section equations so that the model could rest On one rather than twoequations, did not prove
successful.
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To test the operation of these models, it is necessary to apply them to the
actual data for employment in the agricultural and non-agricultural autono-
mous sections in each county in 1971. The results thus obtained can be com-
pared with the actual size of the induced sector, and with the results obtained
from a naive projection of the numbers in the induced sector itself. This
comparison is shown in Table 12.

It can be seen from this table that the results of both models are highly

TABLE 12: Results of prediction models, 1971

County

Actual
induced
sector

Predicted induced sector

Linear model Semi-log model Na~ve projection

--~o        %          %
Number Error* Number Error* Number I Error*

Leitrim 2,39° 2,040 --14.6 2,266 --5"2 2,044 --14’5
Roscommon 4,179 4,I83 +o.I 4,385 +4"9 4,397 +5"2
Mayo 8,829 8,818 --o.I 9,322 +5"6 9,2o6 +4"3
Longford 2,617 2,574 --I.6 2,7I I +3.6 2,86I +9"3
Cavan 4,756 4,614 --3"o 4,821 + 1.4 4,657 --2"I

Galway 13,423 12,758 --5"o i3,I 73 -- 1.9 I4,OO5 +4"3
Sligo 5,25o 4,93° --6.I 5,o53 --3.8 5052 --3.8
Kerry lO,4O7 IO, I39 --2.6 lO,397 --o.I lO,168 --2"3
Laois 4,524 4,525 o 4,59I +i.5 4,704 +4.o
Donegal 1%142 IO, iO4 --0.4 lO,254 +I.I lO,443 +3.0

Monaghan 4,381 4,392 +0.3 4,416 +0.8 4,331 --i.i
Clare 6,374 6,o88 --4"5 6,I57 --3"4 6,I96 --2.8
Offaly 5,242 5,I3I --2.1 5#o7 --o’7 5,422 +3"4
Wexford IO,O57 9,7o9 --3’5 9,838 --2.2 IO,334 +2.8
Tipperary (North) 5,296 5,606 +5"9 5,633 +6.4 5,832 +xo.I

Kilkenny 6,579 6,488 -- 1.4 6,58o o 6,995 +6.3
Tipperary (South) 7,416 7,443 +o’4 7,512 +1.3 7,461 +o.6
Meath 8,489 8,79o +3"5 8,948 +5"4 9,284 +9"4
Westmeath 6,oi5 5,86o --2.6 5,94° --1-2 6,456 +7"3
Carlow 3,618 3,83° +5"9 3,847 +6"3 3,935 +8.8

Limerick I7,9o2 I7,O56 --4"7 17,35I --3"I I7,926 +o.I
Wicklow 9,46o IO, I27 +7"3 lO#52 +8.6 9,886 +4"7
Cork 45,512 44,351 --2.6 45,318 --o’4 45,982 +I.O
Kildare 8,392 8,974 +6.9 9,I33 +8.8 9,I62 +9"2
Waterford 9,423 9,3o9 --1.2 9,56o +1"5 9,165 --2"7
Louth 9,435 9,263 --I.8 9,638 +2"2 9,353 --o’9

*Expressed as a percentage of the actual numbers in the induced sector in x97x.
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satisfactory. In most counties the size of the induced sector predicted from the
size of the agricultural and non:agriCultural autonomous sections is well within

5 per cent of the true figure. Only in the case of the "linear" projection for
Leitrim is the error greater than IO per cent. As percentages of the :total at
work, the errors of course would be very small, within I "5 per cent in most
counties.

Comparison with the naive projections is particularly reassuring. These were
obtained by projecting the induced sector for each county at the same rate of
change as it had shown in the period from I96i to I966. This is a method
which cannot seriously be suggested for actual forecasting, as it would give
completely misleading results for any period inwhich there was a major
turning point !n economic development. For instance,~ aprojection for i96i to
i966 based on experience from i95i tO I961 would have indicated a sub-
stantial and universal decline in the induced sector, when in fact there was a
rise in all counties except Leitrim. However for the I966--7i period the naive
projection works unusually well, as there was no great change in the rate of

economic development.
Nevertheless both models, but particularly that based on the semi-log

equation, perform significantly better than the naive projection. The standard
error of the m0dels~is 4.6 percent for the linear and3.7 per cent for the semi-
log, compared with5-9 per cent for the naive projection.

Turning to a more detailed examination Of the model results, it can be seen
that among the larger errors for both models are those relating to the counties
adjoining Dublin. These are the counties for which a dummy variable was

included in the models, and in each case the result is a substantial overestimate
of the size of the induced sector. In fact omission of the dummy greatly improves
the results for Wicklow and Kildare,-turning the large overestimate into a:
modest underestimate in each case. For Meath there is a slight deterioration
if the dummy is omitted, the resulting underestimate being larger than the
overestimate when the dummy is included. The best results for all three

counties would be if the dummy were included; but at a considerably Smaller:
value than in the models, say ! per cent of the’worlfforce rather than 2"3 and

2"5 per cent actually, used. In this case the predictions for all three counties
on either the linear or the semi-log model would be within 2½ per cent of the
actual numbers engaged in the induced sector. ~ ~

This behavi0ur of the dummy variable suggests that the large increase ir~:
the diVergences between i96! and i966 in Meath, Wicklow and Kildare was
to a large extent a once-for-all adjustment, resulting in the establishment of a
new and fairly stable relationship. This impression is confirmed by a com-
parison between the models’ projected equations for i97i, and the equations
based on the actual,figures for that year.,, , ~ ’
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So far as the basic static equations are concerned the linear model projection
and the actual cross-section equation for 1971 are remarkably similar. The
projection is i7.o+o.3oX1, while the actual is i6.37+o-3o5X1. Curiously, in
view of the fact that the total model gave better results, the basic static equation
of the semi-log model was much further from the actual, --i9.2+3o.74X1 as
against the actual --22:85+32.42X~.

The resolution of this apparent paradox lies of course in the influence of
the divergence change equations. These have been recalculated for the period
I966-7I and the results are set out in Table 13. Comparison with Tables IO
and i I shows that the fit of most equations is not quite so close as for I96I to
I966 although better than for 1951 to 196i. It is interesting to note that the
equations for the latest period confirm the impression gained earlier that X2,
the percentage growth in the non-agricultural autonomous sector is the better
indicator of development for the purpose of this exercise. It is reassuring to
note that the regression coefficient for this variable (adjusted if necessary to
allow for the influence of X~ in multiple regressions) has a similar value in all
three periods, and also that it has been consistently significant throughout.
The value of the intercept has increased substantially in those equations
including X2, but the most interesting change is that the dummy variable has
lost its significance in most formulations. Moreover, although its sign remains
positive in all cases, the value of its coefficient has fallen to less than half that
exhibited in the i961-66 period. This is exactly in line with the performance
of the models in predicting induced employment in the affected counties, and
confirms the impression that the adjustment in the I96i to I966 period was
largely, but not entirely, particular to that period.

In sum, it would appear that the tests of the models in i97I give results that
are sufficiently good to justify proceeding with them. The basic equation for
the semi-log model differed significantly from the equation based oft the actual
figures, but any distortion thus created was largely corrected by the operation
of the dynamic element of the model. The basic structure of the linear model
was more satisfactory, but the results were not quite as good as for the semi-log.
There seems a strong case for persisting with both models.

In choosing the precise values to include in the models for I976 there are
two decisions to be made. In the first place, should the dummy variable be
inclilded in the dynamic element of the models ? Although the inclusion of the
dummy does little or nothing to improve the fit of the equations containing it,
it is probably better to retain it, and thus maintain the models in the same form
as was used for the i97i tests. The second problem concerns the projected
values of the coefficients in the basic static equations. In the linear case this is
fairly straightforward, and applying the same procedures as in establishing the

projections for "i97i, the I976 projections emerge as I7.8+o.26X1. For the
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TABLE I3: Divergence change analysis, 1966---1971

A. Variables

Dependent
Change in linear equation divergences, I966-q97I

~ Change in semi-log equation divergences, I966-!97 i,

Independent
X1 Change in non-agricultural share of autonomous sector, as percentage of

share in I966    ¯
Xs Change in numbers engaged in non-agricultural autonomous sector, as

percentage of number in I966
X, Dummy Variable; Meath, Kildare, Wicklow:= I, other counties -- o.

B. Equations

Equations

] R~(T-values in brackets)
.

F SEE

i Tlc=o’78--o’o35Xz "043
(I’35) (I’45)

2 F x,-- 1"64--o’I x IX2 "482
(4"49) (4"9‘.,)

3 Yx,=°’91 --°’384Xx--°’515X, ’027
(1.51) (I"55)- (0"79)

4 7"x~= 1.69--o-I 17Xi+o’437Xs "477
(4"54) (4"9‘.,) (0.88)

5 Yxe=I’I2=’}-°’°63Xx--o’I79Xl+I"I26X. "58‘.,
(‘.,"8‘.,) (‘.,.60) (5"6i) (2"17)

2"II

‘.,4"‘.,3

1 "35

I2"39

I,.,’59

I "o4

o’76

1.05

o’.77

o’69

2"07

1.75

i "95

1.73

2"22

6

7

8

9

IO

Y|e~--- I "12 ~o’o5oXl(2.oi) (,.,’15)

Y,,,-- x.8x --o.x,,,:,X,
(5"44) (5"97)

r,~:x.~2-0.o53,1"l-o’4oIX,
(‘.,-08) (2"‘.,0) (0"63)

~l,-- l’89"x’334Xs+o’72X,
(5"82) (6"39) (I"65)

Ysc’- I ’43 L[- 0"05 i X’t:-2-o; 183X1-I- I"28Xi
(4"03) (‘.,’35) (6’41) (‘.,’75)

-i26

.581

¯ io4

"6o9

"673

4"6‘.,

35.65

2 "45

20"48

18"I6

I’OO

0"70

I "02

0.67

o.61

i .87

i -56

1.78

I’49

1.79

Standard Deviations of the Dependent Variables are:
Y1 I’O6, "~�’2 I"O~
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semi-log formulation the problem is more difficult, as the trend in the move-
ment of the parameters was reversed in 1966 to I97I. In these circumstances
the simplest solution would appear to be the retention of the i97i actual
parameters as the projection for 1976, relying on the operation of the dynamic
element to correct any distortion.

The prediction models for the size of the induced sector in a county in 1976
are thus as follows (using the same notation as in the models for 1971, with
the value of d~l taken from Table 8 and of d’n from Table 9) :

YTec = 17"8 +o’26x7e :kd~l -b 1"7 --o" 12 (XTe’X71
XTa × IOO) +o’4e

, XTe--Xn
Y~ec = --22"8+32"43 log x~6q-d 7a+1"9--o’I3( ~ × IOO)+o.7e

A hypothetical example may serve to make the operation of the models
clearer. Let us suppose that we had available reliable estimates for autonomous
sector employment in County Offaly for 1976, and that these showed the
position as follows:

I971 1976
Actual Hypothetical

Agriculture, etc. Z 7,7oi 6,400
Non-agricultural autonomous X 4,923 5,3oo
Induced Y 5,~42

Total x 7,866

We wish to use the models to obtain predictions of induced and total
employment in 1976.

From the Table we can calculate:

~76 --
5,300

× lOO = 45"7
I 1,7oo

XTs --X~I 5,300 --4,923
×xoo -- ×lOO = 7"7

X~a 4,923
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From Table 8 we can see that the,i97i divergence from the linear regression
for County Offaly, d = 1.I. From Table 9 we can seethat the I97I divergence
from the semi-log regression for County Offaly, d’ = 0.6.

Offalyn0t being adjacent toDublin the dummy variable e = o.

Applying the linear model equation (I):

Y76c = I7"8+(0"26X45"7)+I’I-~i’-7--(O’I2 X7’7)+(0"4XO) = 31.6.

Applying model equation (3) this converts to absolute figures:

YT~c ---- 5,405 Total Employment ---- 17,Io5

Alternatively, from the semi,log model equation (~) :

Y~ec ---- --22"8+(32"43 ×log 45"7) +o’6+I’9--(o’I3 × 7’7) +(0"7 × o)

and from equation (3) : . "

Y76~ = 5,633 Total Employment = x7,333

’Taken together,, the models, indicate that an induced sector about 5,500 in

i976 would be compatible with an agricultural sector of 6,4oo and a. non-
agricultural autonomous sector of 5,300 in County Offaly. Due to the method
of deriving the model:equations, it is not possible to calculate statistical con-
fidence limits for the models, but, as is common with most prediction models,
it must be assumed that they would be very wide. ~ . .. ~.. ..

Nevertheless it appears that the models presented here could be usedt0 give
a broad indication of the size of induced sector consistent with forecast levels
of agriculture and~other autonomous employment in any county or region for
I976. If they perform as successfully for i976 as they did for i97I then the
consistency predictions they yield could be of genuine assistance to regiona!
planners.



Section 5

Conclusions

THE analysis presented in this paper, taken in conjunction with the results

of the earlier paper (Baker i966) and of Black and Jefferson’s study in
Northern Ireland (I974), appears to establish the relevance of a local employ-
ment relationship approach to regional analysis in Ireland. For four separate
Census years in the Republic, and for I966 in Northern Ireland, it has been
demonstrated that an ordered relationship exists between the induced and
autonomous sectors of employment at local level.

The hypothesis tested by Black and Jefferson in Northern Ireland is a simple
one. When allowance has been made for special factors, such as the incidence
of tourism and certain aspects of geographical location, the induced sector
should form a fairly constant proportion of the local workforce, with absolute
numbers in induced activity thus reflecting the absolute size of the autonomous
sector. The Northern Ireland analysis supports this hypothesis, thereby con-
firming that the classification of activities into autonomous and induced sectors,
which is shared with one or two minor amendments by both the Northern

and Republic papers, is basically valid despite its rather arbitrary nature.
The hypothesis tested in the Republic, both in the previous paper (Baker

i966) and in the present study, is a little more complex. Beyond the simple
relationship between the size of the autonomous and induced sectors, it is also
postulated that the size of the induced sector depends on the composition of
the autonomous sector. In particular, the larger the share of agriculture in the
autonomous sector, the smaller the size of the induced sector, and conversely,
the larger the proportion of non-agricultural activities in the autonomous
sector, the larger the induced sector.

It has now been demonstrated for four separate Census years that such a
relationship does hold true in the twenty-six counties. The strength of the
relationship appears to be diminishing gradually, and the disparity between
agricultural and other autonomous activities in inducing further employment
seems to be narrowing, but nevertheless the evidence strongly supports the
conclusion that the hypothesis still retained its validity in both i966 and 197I.

Counties with relatively large agricultural sectors tend to have fewer people in
induced employment than counties where agriculture played a less dominant
role.
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Of course there are divergences from the pattern suggested by the simple
consideration of the relative importance of agriculture. However, these
divergences themselves show a remarkable consistency over time, arguing that
they reflect such stable factors as the location of towns in relation to county
boundaries, established commuting patterns, local deviations from national
patterns of average sectoral incomes, major power or transport installations, or
contiguity to Dublin. When these are taken into account, together with the
basic relationship, about 95 per cent of the variation in the proportional size
of the induced sector is explained by the equations based on our hypothesis.

It is the more remarkable that both the underlying relationship and the
pattern of divergences from it in the case of individual counties have held so
steady over the four Census years, as the twenty-year period thus covered has
seen changes in the employment structure that are both dramatic and uneven.
Within the context of a total population that declined substantially in the
first ten years, and rose modestly in the second, there has been a continuous
fall in total employment, although of course the fall was much lower in the
’sixties than in the ’fifties. : ¯

Within the workforce itself, agricultural employment has suffered a massive
and fairly steady decline. Nationally, the fall in agricultural employment
between I95I and I971 was 44"6 per cent. Among the individual counties
other than Dublin, the declines range from 37"7 per cent in Offal)/to 54"6 per
cent in Leitrim, tending to be higher in the North and West than in the South
and East. In absolute numbers the declines tended to be greater in the ’riffles
than in the ’sixties, but as a proportion of agricultural employment at the
beginning of the period the declines tended to be greater in the ’sixties.

Changes in non-agricultural autonomous employment have shown much
greater variation than in agricultural, both between different time periods and
between counties. Excluding Dublin, there was an increase of only 731 jobs
in this category in the ’fifties, while in the ’sixties the increase was over 490oo.
In the earlier period eleven counties gained inthis type of employment, while
fifteen 10st, but in the ’sixties all counties gained, the increase ranging from

5 per cent in Offaly to 55"4 per cent in Clare.
These variations over time and between counties can be seen in better

perspective~ if the gains in non-agricultural autonomous employment are
related to the losses in agriculture. Thus, nationally (’including Dublin), there
was one new job in the autonomous sector for every x4 given up in agriculture
between 1951 and 196I. Between 196I and !966 this became one for every
x’35 and between x966 and x971 one for every x’75. If Dublin is excluded,
then the ratios are x to !59 in the ’fifties and t to 2 in the ’sixties. The relative
success of decentralisation policies allied to faster growth in the ’sixties is
further exemplified by the fact that in the ’fifties there were eleven new jobs
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in the non-agricultural autonomous sector in County Dublin for every one in
the rest of the country, while since 1961 there have been nearly three new
jobs outside Dublin for each one within it.

Taking the twenty years as a whole, Louth and Waterford obtained a non-
agricultural autonomous job for each one lost in agriculture. At the other
extreme Roscommon obtained only one job for each 99 lost, while Laois
had no net gain of non-agricultural jobs at all, so that it is impossible to
calculate a ratio. Of the counties between the extremes, as might be expected,
it was the more developed counties, and particularly Cork and the Dublin
hinterland, which came nearest to replacing their agricultural decline with
non-agricultural autonomous employment.

In addition to these temporal and spatial variations in the size of the total
population, workforce and composition of the autonomous sector, all of which
could bc expected to influence the induced sector, there have been structural
changes directly affecting some components of the induced sector itself.
Domestic service, for instance, declined over the twenty-year period to such

an extent that by 1971 such employment was only 3° per cent of its I95i level.
Certain other components also show evidence of such secular changes in
response to changing social habits or technology, although none to the same
extent as domestic service.

Apart from such secular changes, which are not uniform in their effect
between counties, there is art element of instability connected with private
building and construction. By its nature this activity is particularly sensitive
to the state of the business cycle at arty Census date, and also to any variation
in the short-term rate of development in a county.

In the light of all these changes affecting both the autonomous and induced
sectors, two points need to be stressed. The first is that, in spite of all the
changes, the power of inertia in the regional distribution of employment is
very strong. Both in a period of general decline, as in the ’fifties, and in a period
of expansion, as in the ’sixties, the order of ranking of the counties and the
spread in the degree of development between the highest and lowest have
shown great stability. Even the extreme case of Clare, with its 244 per cent
increase in manufacturing industry, has risen by only four places in the ranking
since 1951. Few other counties have moved by more than two places. To alter
the regional pattern of development is a long and slow process.

The second point is that the basic hypothesis must possess considerable
robustness to give highly significant and mutually compatible, results for all
four Census years. The nature of this compatibility is itself very interesting,
particularly if taken in conjunction with the Northern Ireland results. In the
Republic, it will be recalled that the intercept of the linear regressions rose
between each of the four years, while the size of the regression coefficient fell.
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This resulted iffthe regression line becomingsteadilyless steep in each successive
Census year.

This flattening of the regression line has been brought~ about because there
has been little or no increase in the induced share of the workforce in the
most developed counties, despite a considerable increase in their non-
agricultural share of the autonomous sector. In less developed counties on the
other hand, the rise inthe non-agricultural share of the autonomous sector has
been accompanied, throughout the twenty years; by substantial increases in
the proportion of the workforce in the induced sector. This would seem to
indicate that there is an upper limit tO the share of the induced sector, and
that as this is approached the rise in the share of the induced~ sector slackens
and finally ceases. Louth and Waterford would appear to have reached this
limiting, point already and such counties as Cork, Kildare, WiCklow and
Limerick to be approaching it. Given~ the specific local factors which account
for the divergences of counties from the regression fine, itis impossible to place
a definite value on this ceiling. However, in the absence of exceptional circum-
stances, such as those affecting Wicklow, and to a lesser extent Limerick, it
wouldseem as if the normal limit on the share of the induced sector is about

35 percent.
This concept of a maximum share of the induced sector is strongly reinforced

by Black and Jefferson’s results for lNorthern Ireland. With the exception of
two districts, Omagh and Enniskillen, which indeed do show a significantly
lower proportion of the workforce in the induced sector, all of the "Urban
Centres" studied by Black and Jefferson have a level of development above
that of Limerick. Thus the fact that no relationship could be discerned in
Northern Ireland between the share of the induced sector and the Composition
of the autonomous sector supports the evidence from the Republic that there
is an upper limit beyond which further changes in the structure of the autono-
mous sector have little or no impact on the relative size of the induced sector.
Moreover, When allowance is made for differences in classification, the Northern
results confirm that,the ceiling of the induced sector is somewhere around

35 pen cent, and that it Operates when the non-agricultural share of the
autonomous sector reaches the neighbourhood of 55 to6o per cent.

The implication of this apparent ceiling is that the type of analysisconducted
in this paper is relevant to, regional studies only during a certain phase of
development. Most of the Republic is still in this phase, and consequently the
approach is likely to remain useful for about another deCade. By the end of
that period the further decline in agricultural employment and the con-
commitant growth of other autonomous activities should have rendered the
approach invalid, except for a handful of the ieast developed Counties. For
Northern Ireland, the UK and most of:Eur0pe thedivision of the autonomous
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sector between agriculture and other activities is almost certainly already
redundant as a methodology. A much more complex division of the autonomous
sector might yield useful results, but more probably a search for income
relationships between the autonomous and induced sectors would prove
more fruitful.

However, it seems quite likely that the methodology used in this paper could
be useful in regional analysis in the poorer countries of southern Europe, and
in much of Latin America. So long as sufficiently detailed and reliable Census
data exist, it provides a relatively simple way of measuring regional disparities,
of assessing progress in diversifying development, and of predicting possible
levels of local employment in induced services.

With regard to this potential predictive ability, the results obtained from the
forecasting models developed in Section 4 of the paper were highly encouraging
when tested against the I97i data. It is hoped that the updated versions of
these models, applicable to 1976, will prove of utility to Irish regional planners
in predicting the future level of total employment within their counties or
regions. It must of course be stressed that the models are only partial, or
consequential, and depend for their operation on the availability of reasonably
accurate forecasts of employment in agriculture and the non-agricultural
autonomous sector. However, the assistance offered by the models in converting
such estimates of the more readily predictable types of employment into
projections of total employment could be of considerable value in a local
planning context.

Apart from their direct utility, the models are of interest in that they formalise
what was previously no more than a generalised suspicion. This is that where
the rate of development of the non-agricultural autonomous sector is particu-
larly rapid, the growth of the induced sector tends not to keep pace with it.
This tendency appears to be fairly general, and to have been present in each
of the three inter-censal periods studied. To a large extent it would seem to be
a temporary problem, caused partly by a slowness in the induced sector to
adjust to changed conditions, and in some cases due in part to the effects of
competition~ between the non-agricultural autonomous sector and the induced
sector for the available workers in a locality. In either of these cases an eventual
correction to the pattern might be expected when the growth in the autonomous
sector slackens. However, some part of the tendency might be due to more
permanent factors, particularly the realising of economies of scale in service
industries as the growth of the workforce is accompanied by a greater con-
centration of population in medium or large towns. To the extent that this is
the case, no subsequent readjustment in the relation between autonomous and
induced employment can be expected when the period of rapid expansion
comes to an end.
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This finding that there is a dynamic relationship between the rate of growth
of non-agricultural autonomous activities and changes in the share of the
induced sector, aswell as the previously observed Static relationship between
the shares themselves, could have implications for regional locati0n policy.
If the principal aim of such policy is to maximise total employment then the
findings suggest that extremes of concentration in industrial location should
be avoided. A higher total of induced employment is likely to result from a
reasonably dispersed pattern of industrial expansion, although in practice the
degree of dispersal is bound to be restricted by the requirements of the: autono-
mous industries themselves.

A second point to emerge from the analysis which could be of considerable
relevance to regional policy is that employment in the social autonomous
sector is at least as effective as. employment in manufacturing industry in
inducing further local employment. The implications of this are fairly obvious.

Decisions concerning the location of such activities as administration,
education or health are more directly under the control of policy makers than
are decisions on industrial: location: Decentralisation of such services can
frequently be achieved at a lower cost in foregone efficiency than decentralisa-
tion of manufacturing. There are, of course, difficulties in the way of making
decentralisation of Socialautonomous services a major part of regional policy,
The creation of new administrative agencies which can function equally well
in alternative locations is r a relatively infrequent occurrence. Similarly the
provision of such facilities as new hospitals or schools is usually tied to the
requirements of the population in a specific place, although some flexibility
exists in many cases. Thus it must be conceded that any serious decentralisation
plan, even if it were limited to ensuring that the net national increase in jobs
in this sector accrued to areas other than Dublin, would involve the actual
displacement from Dublin of certain administrative or social units. It seems
clear,’ however, that the benefit to the recipient area "of such a policy would
outweigh the disadvantageS, if any, to DUblin. The political and personal
problems inherent in the transfer of the individual workers concerned are
beyond the scope of this paper, but it does seem relevant to point out that
these problems have been tackled with a fair degree of success in other countries.

The final point relating to regional policy which needs to be made is that
the analysis of the 1971 Census confirms the earlier conclusions (see Baker and
Ross i97o) that there is no longer any justification for regarding Ireland as
divided into a simple two-regi0n economy. It remains true of Course that the
stage of development of the Western, North-Western and Donegal Regions is
lower on average than that of the remainder. HoWever, apart of course from
the special case of Dublin, there: is no clear-cut discontinuity between, the
regions or the counties contained in them. Rather there is a fairly smooth
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spectrum in the stages of development, and the drawing of any arbitrary lines
with areas on one side of it regarded as undeveloped and those on the other
as developed, is likely to cause anomalies and distortions. Regional development
policy, like regional analysis, must be based on more sophisticated and flexible
criteria of development needs and opportunities.

The principal conclusions of this paper can be summarised quite simply.
Despite the changes and progress in the previous twenty years, great disparities
still existed in i97i in the stages of economic development as revealed in the
employment patterns of different counties and regions. So long as these
disparities remain, the analytical approach adopted in this paper is likely to
be of relevance and utility. If the paper can contribute towards the situation
where the spread of development in Ireland is sufficiently even that its central
hypothesis becomes redundant, then the authors will be well satisfied.
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APps~rx x : Classi.fication of sectors from Census of Population

Sector           Category                    Item                                        Census code number

I97Z Vol. III x965 Vol. III

Autonomous
Agriculture.

Agriculture Agricnltureand Forestry ooo-2ox;4ox;4o2;4o3 ooI-OI3
Fishing 404 ox4

i TurfProducfion 4o6 ox8

Commercial
Autonomous

Mining and Quarrying 405
Manufacturing 407; 4o9*-424; 426-428;
Industry 430; 432*-450

Sea and Air Transport 497; 5° x-5o2;
Tourism ¯ - 5a8-53o
Racing 537-538
Foreign Government 54x*

oi5--oi7
ox9; 2ox-o42; 044-047
049--052; o54--o55-058--o77;
909

.,I5o--I53
x82-x84
x93-x94
x97

o79-¸

t~

0
Social Public Building etc. 451 ; 453 ogx ; 093-094

._ Autonomous Public Administration and Defence 505-508 ¯ x57-I6o ":
Social Professions 5o9-5x9; 533 x62-x66; x68--x75; x89

Retail Retail Trade I 47o-472; @5-486; 488*; 49° x xS-12o; x35-I36; x39--14o

Retail Trade II 473-484; 487-488*; 494-496 x21-134; I37-x38; 14I-I42

,’Manufacturing" 4o8*; 42t; 425-429; 431; 433* o20; o43; 048; o53; o56--o57; 078-
Other Trading 460; 464; 468; 469*; 489 Io2-I 1o
Trade Wholesale 461-463; 465:-467; 469* I x I-I x 7

"Personal Service" 531-532; 534 x85-I88; I9O

Induced Land Transport 498-500 x46-I49
Transport Communications and Storage 503-504 ’ 154-156

Electricity, Water, Gas 457-459 o99-Ioi
Miscellaneous . Insurance, Banks, Finance 491-493 I43-x45

Professions 52o-526 i6x ; 167; r76-z8o
,Entertainment and Sport ¯ ¯ 535-536; 539-540 I9I-I92; I95-x96

Industry not stated 541 x 98

Building etc. Private Building 452; 454-456 o92; o95-098

Domestlc Service Private D0mestic Service 527 I8I

t~

o
t~

*There have been amalgamations in Census classifications between I96r and x965 and again between I956and 19.7I. In most cases~thes-e have
provided no problem but in some cases there may be slightdiscrepancies between the functional dassificatiort of sectors m successive years. The only
instance in which an adjustment to the I966 Census category has had to be made is in the ease of category 078, iron and steel £orging. (This became‘

443 "Metal Products" in x97r.) In I966 this apparently includes "blacksmiths" who formed a separate category (095) in 196L The numbers engaged
in "iron and steel forging" (096) and 1961 have been allocated to manufacturing industry in 1966 and the remainder of 078 has been regarded as
representing "blacksmiths" and allocated to the induced sector. In I971 blacksmiths were assumed to be 20 per cent of the x96i figure on level and
deducted from "metal products" 443~.    - ¯ -

The x966 Census categories, Bread and Flour Confectionery-(o2o) and Biscuits (o21) became "Bread, Biscuits and Flourcoafecfiortery"(4o8)while
"readymade outer clothing" (042) and "Handicraft tailoring and dressmaking" (o43) became "Outer clothing" (42 x). It was assumed that numbers
engaged in "biscuits" and "handicraft tailoring" did not differ from the.i966 level and these were deducted from the amalgamated totals attd allocated
appropriately. Similarly where "motor vehicles and pedal Cycles" (138) and "motor garages (including filling stations)" (t4o) were separate ".an I966
they were combined as "motor vehicles, sales and repairs (including filling stations)" (488) in i97x. Again category t38 was assumed to remain con-
stant. This adjustment is of lesser importance as it does not affect the total of the retail sector--only the split between Retail I and Ketail II.



APPEmxx 3: County employment pattern 1971. Num

Autonomous sector

Non-agrlcultural autonomous

Agriculture Commercial autonomous Social autonomous
f oindudingrestty, Totalnon-
fishing agricultural

and tu~f ) autonomousManufacturing
industry Tourism Other

Total
commercial
autonomous

Public
building, etc.

Administration
and

de fence

Social
professions

Total
so~a!

autonomous

Total
autonomous

Retail trade

Retail
trade ( z )

Retail
trade (2)

Total
retail trade

Leitrim 6,427 548 II7 Io2 767 227 259 741 1,227 1,994 8,42I 627 216 8,3 142
Roscommon I1,845 84~ i6o 260 1,262 420 537 1,393 2,35° 3,612 15,457 1,o23 531 1,554 ~-05
Mayo 21,89 x 2,53° 593 x 28 3,251 637 89 z 2,85 x 4, 379 7, 63o 29,531 2,186 I, 182 3,368 5-01
Long, ford 5,I49 653 I4a 58 853 269 328 733 1,33o 2,I83 7,332 692 338 I,°3° I9o
Cavan i o,243 2,218 245 93 2,556 433 493 i ,294 2,22o 4, 776 15,o 19 i ,4o i 608 20o9 274

Galway 25,38o 3,737 1,159 673 5,569 I,o26 1,43o
5,493 7,949 i3,518 38,898 2,99o 1,767 4,757 748

Sligo 8,o22 1,386 356 I25 2,367 28o 494 1,577 2,351 4,718 i2,74o i,ooi 726 1,7-07 -074
Kerry z 6,782 3,869 1,6o6 175 5,65° 6 ~5 I,O42 3,05° 4,707 10,357 27,139 2,433 I, 519 3,952 649
Laols 6,816 1,7o3 2-06 97 2,026 3-03 465 1,242 2,030 4,056 lO,872 i,o38 616 1,654 -0-07
Donegal i5,228 4,766 I,OX3 142 5,921 72o 1,23° 2,5o7 4,457 Io,378 25,606 2,198 1,27-0 3,47° 74

Monaghan 7,544 3,o5° 285 I64 3,5o8 304 502 1,46I 2,267 5,775 i3,3io i,I2O 666 1,786 I86
Clare 12,058 3,3 i8 798 443 4,859 579 932 1,959 3,47° 8,329 2o,387 1,239 772 2,011 39-0
Offaly 7,7o2 2,739 2o6 99 3,o44 261 395 1,223 1,879 4,923 I2,624 i,i 15 733 1,848 223
Wexford 1 o,5 z 5 3,392 747 4o3 4,542 417 717 2,o84 3,218 7, 76o 18,275 2,165 i, 32o 3,485 483
Tipperary (North) 7,73° 2,645 269 562 3,476 4I8 732 1,437 2,587 6,o63 I3,793 1,213 8o4 2,oi7 261

Kilkermy 8,138 3,324 289 199 3,812 357 672 1,818 2,847 6,659 14,797 1,353 842 2,195 34°
Tipperary (South) 8,983 ~,98o 424 435 3,839 399 818 2,oi I 3,228 7,o67 I6,o5o 1,6o4 I,O66 2,67o 4o5
Meath 8,994 4,228 363 419 5,0 x o 722 722 1,773 3,217 8,227 17,221 1,5o5 1,o65 2,57° 409
Westmeath 6,227 1,444 3°2 97 1,843 48o z,387 1,91 o 3,777 5,62o i 1,847 1,221 894 2, I 15 299
Carlow 3,759 2,079 I45 57 2,281 178 299 986 1,463 3,744 7,503 867 535 1,4o-0 19 i

Limerick 12,445 8,3-06 968 757 10,05 z 708 z,8o8 4,285 6,80 z 16,852 29,297 2,976 2,835 5,811 803
Wicklow 5,139 4,168 7o3 76o 5,631 4o7 697 1,673 2,777 8,4o8 13,547 1,6oo 1,24i 2,84i 512.
Cork 3o,283 24,6o3 3,405 2,5o7 29,5 I5 1,91 o 5,o x I i ~, z 28 18,o49 47,564 77,852 7,397 6,83o 14#27 2,994
Kildare 6,454 5,11 o 364 786 6,26o 423 2,29° i ,696 4,4o9 i o,669 17,123 i, 755 I, i 18 2,873 459
Waterford 6,o33 6,853 649 4a2 7,924 442 756 2,762 3,96o i 1,884 17,917 1,552 1,496 3,o48 523
Louth 3,419 9,899 484 393 Io,776 300 802 ~.446 3,548 I4,324 17,743 1,493 I, 655 3,i48 665

North-West I4,449 2,434 473 227 3,134 507 753 2,3I8 3,578 6,7I-0 21,i61 1,628 942 2,570 416
West 47,271 6,267 1,752 801 8,820 z,663 2,321 8,344 12,328 2 I,I 48 68,419 5,176 2,949 8, 1-05 I,-069
Midlands 37,739 7,381 I ,o36 611 9,028 z ,753 3, i 12 6,501 z 1,366 2 o,394 58,133 5,o89 3, i 12 8,-0 o i i, 164

Donegal 15,228 4,766 1,o13 142 5,93I 72o 1,23° 2,5o7 4,457 IO,378 25,6o6 2,I93 I,-072 3,47° 74o

South-East 3%428 I8,6~8 2#54 1,516 22,398‘ 1,793 3,262 9,66I I4,7t6 37,I I4 74,54a 7,541 5,259 I-0,8oo 1,942
Mid-West 32,233 14,589 ~,o35 1,762 18,386 1,7o5 3,472 7,68I I2,858 3I,-044 63,477 5,428 4,41 z 9,839 1,459

North-East 2 z,2o6 15, z 76 I,O 14 650 16,84o z,o37 1,797 5,201 8,035 24,875 46,081 4,o I4 2,9-09 6,943 I, 1-05
South-West 47,065 -08,472 4,o I 1 2,682 35, z 65 2,52 5 6,053 I4,178 22,756 57,921 104,986 9,83o 8,349 18,179 3,643
East (exel. Dublin) 20,587 I3,5o6 1,43o 1,965 16,9oi 1,552 3,709 5,142 Io,4o3 27,3o4 47,891 4,860 3,424 8,-084 1,38o

Total (excl. Dublin) o73,2o6 111,219 I5,o18 lO,356 136,593 I3,~55 25,709 61,533 lOO,497 237,09° 5Io,-096 45,764 3-0,647 78,411 13,I38

Dublin 4,755 75,746 8,4o4 Io,9o9 95,059 3,977 23,I6o 33,347 6o,484 155,543 I6%298 I4,764 -0-0,761 37,5.°5 13,53°

Total 277,96i 186,965 23,422 2 I,-065 231,65-0 x 7,232 48,869 94,88o I6O,98 z 392,633 67o,594 6%528 55,4o8 i 15,936 26,668



ers at work by county and category

Induced sector

Other trade

Tradingand    "

whol~s~

Total
other trade

Electricity,
gar and
water

Miscellaneous

Finance,
eta. Profe~,ns Other

Total
miscellaneous

Private

construction

Domestic,
service

Total
~ced

sector .

Total
at

work

137 51 330 313 * 19 83 65 55 332 45° *32
.277 89 591 583 197 158 *12 122 583 712 156
563 225 1,3o9 1,283 273 282 -I93 17o x,oIS: 1,439 412
x6o 49 3~o 278 95 97 63 82 337 429 r44
304 xo2 477 1°4 t8o t3o to9 523 816 25t

779. 525 2,052 1,518 347 53° 443 424 1,744 2~785 567
590 138 t,oo2 738 I95 21.* x:47 r17 670 894 2I9
471 .302 z,422 1,2o4 43’ 366 239 257 1,293 2;079 457
247 Io7 58I i 637 33° 132 91 .89 642 789 2 o
778 227 1,745 1,264 345 300 *92 249 t,o86 1,9ro 6~. 7

318 139 643 438 75 ~’32 111 99 417 796 3oI
335 t69 896

44~7
2o8 229 2O7 I66 8Io 1-659

405 1o8 736 480 I7o 1o2 .,I2 864- 1:o61 ~8
784 322 1,589 z ,o,5 4*4 .32 * 412 .262 1,4o9 z,852 709
304 1.44 7 I2 729 io6 I87 139 I35 567 999 272

429 ~85 954 733 151 243 220 171 785~ r,5I o 405
516 260 I,X8t 764 I79 264 19o 3°6 939 1,343 519
586 25° 1,245 719 ,8~ 29° 288 194 953 2~478 529
440 169 908 899 246 2Io 168. 206 83o, 972 .29I

339 * x5 645 344 54 ,15 *63 86 418‘ 586 223

1,849 5o7 3,159. 2,436 620 694 650 53 * ~,495 3;2 * 6 786
573 380 1,465, 836. 348 399’ 347 382 1,476 2, * 99 625

4,434 1,439 8,917 5,I 7° 1,46 *. 2, x 73 1,488 1,o62 6,184 9,o87 1,93o

497 206 I, I62 86z 4’.I. 234. 265 217 x., r27 I,884 484
800 37° 1,693 1,262 393 357 334 272 1,356- 1,64o 425
842. 337 1,844 1,196" 36*. 3’4 243 266 r;r84 *,765 300

2,39o
4,* 79
8,829
2,6~7
4,756

I3,423.
5;25o

1oo, o7
4,543.

I0,I42

4,38i
6;374
5,242.

Io,o59
5,296

6,582
7,416
8,494
6,0,5
3,618

* 7,9o3¯

9,442:
4~,515

u,39z
9,424
9,437

io,8ll
I9,636
38,35o

9,949
19,775

52,3~L
17,99o.,

37,546
15,4r5 .
35,748

*7;70o’
26,~61"
17,~7
28,334
*9,089

21,37~.
23,~66
25,71-5
I7,862.
II~I2I

47,2oo

I23~fi2.
25,5,r4,
27.;34*
2.7,I80

Leitrim . -. .....
Ro$colllnlon ~ :
Mayo
Longford
Cavan

Galway
Sligo
Kerry ¯
Laois , ¯ ,
Donegal

Monaghan          ¯
Clare
Offaly
Wexford :, :’::./
Tipperary (North)

Kilkenny ::.
Tipperary (South)
Mcath .....
Westmeath ....
Ca*low

Limerick : -’
Wicklow ~-.-
Cork
Kildarc
Watcrford
Louth- .....

727 I89 1,332 I,o5r 294. 2~2 I72. 992 1;344 351 7,61~o.
1,342 75° 3,36I 2,8oi 361o. 8.I 2 736 59~, 2,762. 4,224 979 22,252"
1,529 522 3,2 * 5 2,862 1,342 76) 536 61 * 3,256 3,963 , ,o99 22,596

778 227 *,.745 *,264 345 30o I92 249’ I,o86 . 1,9~o 667 IO,I4a,
2,868 i ,252 6,o62 4J I8 I, * 91 1,300 1,319 *,O97 4,907’ ’ 6i931 " 2,28"I 37;099’
2,488’ 820 4, 767. 3,912 934 I, I * 0 996 832 3,872 5,874 i ,3o9 29,5.73,

¯ ,464 578 3,* 67. .2, I, I 54° 626 484 474. 2;.r24 3~377 852 ,8,574
4,905 1,79x 10,339, 6,374 1,892 2,539 * ,727 I-,3 r9, 71477 1 I, r66: ’ 2~,387 35,922
1,656 836 3,872 2,4*6 94° 923 9°0 793 3~556 6,56* ~,638 26,327

28i8oi
9o,67I
80,729

35,748.
In,64*
93~o5o

64,655
~16o,9o8 ....

74,2*87 ¯

North-West
West
Midlands

Donegal :.::: ’ .- ’ :
South-East
Mid-West

North-East ....
South-West
East (excL Dublin)-,

’;: i7,757 6~965 37,860 26;909 8,Ii8 8,67* 7,*o2 6,r4I- 3o, o32 45,350 H,563 23o,125 740,42*- Total (exci. Dublin)

i9,o99 6;402 39,o31 20,452 6,045 ,o,815 9,o~:7 5,*16 3r,°°3 2r,951 4,158 I547.I20 314~418: Dublin

36,856 i3,367, 76,891 47,36I I4,r63 I9,486 I6,I29 ,I,257 61,o35 67,30I I5,72I 384,245 r, o54,839 Total



APPENDIX 2 : Employment pattern 1966. ~}

Autonomous sector

Non-agricultural autonomous

Agriculture
(including
forestry,
fishing

and turf)
Manufacturing

industry

Commercial autonomous

Tourism Other
Total

commercial
autonomous

Public
building, etc.

Social autonomous

Administration
and

de fence

Social
professions

Total
social

autonomous

Total non-
agricultural

autonomous

Total
autonomous

Retail trade

Retail
trade (I)

Retail
trade(2)

Total
retail trade

Leitrlm 8,290 36I IO7 io2 57° I97 205 6oi i,o93 1,663 9,953 639 231 870Roscommon 14,588 648 163 264 1,o75 469 451 1,386 2,3o6 3,381 17,969 I, 145 483 1,628Mayo 27,637 2,174 571 I 15 2,86o 651 85o 2,477 3,978 6,838 34,475 2,493 I #23 ’ 3,716Longford 6,202 327 118 43 488 299 274 635 1#o8 1,696 7,898 680 329 I,OO9Cavan I2,4I2 1,52o 275 88 1,883 425 427 i,i68 2,000 3,903 16,315 1,45° 608 2,058

Galway 31,278 3028 i,i98 535 4,761 1,II7 1,4o2 4,637 7,156 ~1,917 43,195 3,o31 1,581 4,612Sligo 9,97I 1,553 295 lO4 1,952 344 452 1,358 2,I54 4,IO6 i4,o77 iO27 668 1,695Kerry 2%165 o,813 1,35o 2o6 4,371 664 989 2,604 4,077 8,648 28,813 2,588 1,4o3 3,991Laois 8’°49 1’497 145 142 1,784 37° 4o7 1082 1,859 3,643 11,692 1,139 551 1,69oDonegal 19,81 o 4,161 I,O41 1 44 5,346 900 95° 2,339 4,011 9,557 09,367 2,582 I, I o3 3,685

Monaghan 9,137 2#63 006 151 0,40o 346 386 1,278 201 o 4,43° 13,567 1,214 648 1,862Clare 14, 7°o 3,o61 693 3o3 4,o57 677 9o3 1,7o5 3,285 7,342 22,o42 i ,323 629 1,952Offaly 9,o44 2,714 212 54 2,98o 256 351 1,o54 1,661 4,641 I3,685 1,241 7Ol 1,94oWexford 12,815 2,989 549 324 3,862 466 646 1,847 2,959 6,821 19,636 2,028 1#25 3,453Tipperary (North) 9,3°6 2,394 3o4 133 2,831 399 648 1,OOl 2,248 5,o7o 31,189 1,26o 686 i ,946

Kilkermy 9,926 2,539 175 4°8 3,122 440 620 1,627 2,687 5,809 15,735 1,513 811 0,324Tipperary (South)
I°’443 0’635 352 4°2 3,389 471 759 1,74o 2,972 6,631 1%o74 1,7o9 940 °,651Meath I%637 3,459 34° 309 4,I28 515 567 1,435 2,5I 7 6,645 I7,28~ 1,591 895 0,486Westmeath 7,335 1,275 3Ol 63 I:659 707 1,261 1,633 3,621 5,08o 12,615 1,29o 8o3 o,o95Carlow 4,511 1,765 123 98 1’986 I92 278 855 1,325 3,311 7,802 904 486 1,4IO

Limerick I4’88° 7’9oo 9o4 782 9,586 962 1,75° 3,943 6,655 16,041 31,121 3,o46 2,485 5,53 IWieldow 6,172 3,037 760 540 4,541 352 633 1,445 2,431 6,972 13,144 1,582 I, 146 0,728Cork 36,397 23,449 2,209 2,384 28,040 2,132 4,215 9,572 15,919 43,961 80,858 8,013 6,057 14,070Kildare 7,478 3,952 347 756 5,o55 431 2,083 i #8o 3,994 9,o49 16,507 i ,813 89° 0, 7o3Waterford 7,2o0 5,677 528 567 6,772 553 735 0,459 3,747 I o,519 17, 721 1,698 1,386 3,o84Louth 4,528 8,819 476 382 9,677 313 608 2,I35 3,076 12,753 17,o8I 1,686 1,457 3,I43
North-West 18,261 1,914 402 006 2,502 541 657 2,049 3,247 5,769 24,030 1,666 899 ~,565West 58,915 5,002 1,769 650 7,621 1,768 2,252 7,114 11,134 13,755 77,67° 5,524 2,804 8,328Midlands 45,o18 6,461 959 566 7,986 2,121 2,744 5,79° 1°,655 18,641 63,859 5,497 2,867 3,364
Donegal i9,81o 4,I6I 1,o4i I44 5,346 902 95° 2,339 4,2I i 9,557 09,367 2,582 I,IO3 3,685South-East 44,897 15,6o5 1,727 1,799 19,I3I 2,122 3,038 8,530 13,69o 32,821 77,718 8,072 4,850 Io,9o2Mid-West 38,886 13,355 1,9o i 1,218 16,474 2,o38 3,3o i 6,849 12,188 08,662 67,548 5,629 3,8oo 9,409

North-East 26,o77 12,4o2 957 601 13,98o 1,o84 1,44 1 4,581 7, i o6 o i,o86 47,163 4,35o 2,713 7,o63South-East 56,562 26,062 3,561 2,59° 32,413 2,796 5,2o4 I2,196 2o, I96 52,6o9 lO9,171 1%6Ol 7,460 18,o6IEast (excl. Dublin) 24,287 lO,648 1,449 1,627 13,7o4 1,o99 3,483 4,16o 8,940 22,666 46,953 4,986 2,931 7,917

Total (excl. Dublin) 332,913 96,OLO 13,766 9,421 119,i97 14,691 23,07° 53,608 91,369 2Io,566 543,479 48,907 29,427 73,334
Dublin 5,666 74,343 8,414 11,846 94,6o3 4,348 2O, ll9 28,0o6 52,673 147,276 15o,94o 15,194 21,5o8 36,7o2

Total 338,579 17%353 oo,18o 21,o67 213,8oo 19,o39 43,189 81,814 144,o42 357,840 696,421 64,1Ol 5o,935 ii5,o36



~bers in each category by county and region

Induced sector

Other trade

:7 ["Manu=
ffaauring"

~ ’ ~ Trading
and

wholesale
Total

other trade

i51 122 43
234 ~51 Io9
,632" 485 ~52
22o 1172 54
297 225 ’ii6

792 780 608
392 538 152
853; 439 284
235 212 96
725 696 225

~263 326 125
/ 395 326 183

233 359 133
483’ fi24 423
299 343 144

1426 339 216
437 451 258
399 488 214,
’298 379 157
198 345 I38

.935 1,685~ 523
15o8 556 365

3,258 3,9oi 1,48o
464 366 2oo
6o4 8o4 289
663 959 344

316,
59~

1,369
446
638

2,180’

992
1,576

543
1,646

654"
904
725

1,529
876

981
I,I46
I,IOI

834
681

3,I I3
1,429
8,639
I~030
1,697
1,966

Transport
inelud~

communication
and storage

272
526

i,o78
256
442

1,484
674

1,o88
596¯

1,236

389 .~
7o3
428

1,0!4
695

65f
751
673~
833
320

2,I7I
815~

4,935
¯758

I,I23
I,II8

Eleetridty,
"~us and
water

65
18o
o31 ¯
i16
66

323
168
307
~256’
277

65’
I69
4i6
,315

91.

io8
142
134’

215
59

529
224

I~290’
316
278
296

453 660 195 1,3o8, 94.6 233
1,424 " 1,265 , 860 3,549 2,562 554¯
1,22o 1,373, 549 3,I42 2,639 1,183

725 696 225 1,646 I#36 277
2,147 2,563 1,324

6,o34~ "

3,859 802
1,599 2,354 850 4,8o3 3,569 ¯ 789

1,163 1,5IO 585 3,258 1,949 427
4;1 IX 4,34° 1,764 . IO,2I5 6;023 1,597
1,371 1,4IO 779. 3,560 2~246 . "674

7,131 37,5i514#I3 16,17I .

7,094

25~o29.

18,62739,83613,811 , 18,931

6,536

5,375

Finance,
etc.,

72

133
23I

84
147

40¢
177 ¯
296
lO3
223

119
i89
146’
264
I69

214
315.
205
157

6o5
282

1,877
1167
295
255

249
635
623

223
I~IOI ¯

963:

52~
2;I73"

654

7,142

8,864

28,024 35,iO2 14,225 77,351 43,656 I L911 16,oo6

Miscellaneous services

[ :

Professio~

59
~o9
24°
¯ 63
1io

373
I2I

-025
78

174

109
’I77
lO6
329
164

16o
18o
187
.124
I8I

512’

272
1,323

¯ 192
261
228

18o
613
485
i74

i,x,tt
853
447

1,548
65I:

6;062

7,14o

k

Other

72

149
325
73
78

502
218

’~77
1o7
305

115
’155
IIO

239
~66

204
¯ 279
22I

24°
113

562
415

I,II4
269

,282
286

29°
827
679

305
1,I17

883

479
1,39I

: 905

6,876

4,977

:Total
miscellaneous

268
571

t ,027
341
4Ol

1,602
684

I,IO5
544
979

4o8
69o
778

1,o471
59°

686
816
747
¯ ¯736
466’

2;2o8
1,193
5,6o4

944
1,116
I,O65

952
2,629,
2,97o

979
4,13n
3;488. ,

1,874
6,7o9.,
2,884

26,616

26,356

Private
building and
construction

25°

557
1,o89

372
659

1,916
564

1,464
649

I~559

587
1,195
,765

1,416
937

997
1;048
x,782

800
¯ 458

2,682
1,712
7,41o
1,412
1,258
1,428

814
3,005
3,I43

1,559
5,177
4,814

2,674
8,874
4,9o6:

34,966

20,I35

Domestic
service

1,7I
276
¯676
,218
440

880
329
823
433

I,O24-

363
435
406

I,I90

,, 493

761
842
878

-497
402

1,3o3
934

3,344
891
796
468
500

1,556
1,83°

1,024
3,99t
2,231’:

1,271
4,167
2,703

6,I77

Total ’
~duced

¯ ~ctor :’

2,I47
4,I52
8,955
2,642
4,638

12,674
4,938

lO,O47
4,455

IO, 129,,

4,263
5,879
5,044
9,649
5,447

6;400
7,254
7,667
5,795,
3,7,37

17,008
8,811

44,oo2.
7,738
9,074
9,I88

7,085
21,629:.
22,088

1o;129
36,I14 ;
28,334 "i

18,o89 i
54,o49
24,216

221,733

47;833 ’I !

Total
, at"
works

12~I00

22,1 ~i.

43,43°
IO,54q:
20,953

55,869
I9,0I;5
38,860
16,147
39,496

17,83o.
27,921
18,729.
29,285 ¯
19,832

22~I35
24,058
24,949 :
18,4~9
11,559

48,179 ¯
21,955
12,360
24,265".
26,795
26,469,

Leitrim
Roscommon
Mayo
Longford
Cavan

Galway
Sligo
Kerry
Laois
Donegal

Monaghan
Clare
Offaly
Wexford
Tipperary (North) ~ : "

Kilkenny
Tipperary (South) [ ’[ ’: :,
Meath " ,
Westmeath : ¯
Carlow " " ": ’

Limerick
Wicklow
Cork ’
Kildare
Waterford
Louth ....

31,II5

99,299,
85;947

39,4;6
I I3,832,:

95,882,’:

163,22o
71,169.

North:West
West
Midlands

Donegal
South-East
Mid-West

North-East
South-West
East (excl. Dublin): ’ ....

765,2i~., Total (excl:Dublin).’ .’ ::

300,775 ._Dublln.. :" ’ ~ .... " "

I3,202 11,853 52,972 55,IOI 25,45° 369,566’i 1,o65,987 ¯ Total



AI’I’~.NDIX 4: Employment pattern by county and region 1971
Percentage of total at work

Non-agricultural autonomous Locally induced                       i

County Agri-
culture

Com- Social Total Retail Retail Total Other Trans- Miscel- Private Domestic Total    Total
merdal (1) (~) trade port laneous building servl, ce I

Leitrim

Roscommon
Mayo
Longford
Cavall

Galway
Sligo
Kerry
Laois
Donegal

Monaghan
Clare
Offaly

59"45 7"1o II’35 18"44 5"80 2"00 7"80 3"05 2"9° 2"98 4"I6 1"22 22"11 IOO’OO
6O’32 6"42 11"97 18"39 5"21 2"7O 7"92 3"OI 2"97 2"97 3"63 O’8O 21"29 IOO’OO
57"O8 8"47 X 1"42 19"90 5"7O 3"O8 8"78 3"41 3"35 2"65 3"75 I’O7 23"O2 IOO’OO
51"75 8"56 I3"38 2I’94 6"96 3"4° 10"36 4"O1 2"8O 3"39 4"31 1"45 26"31 IOO’OO
5I’80 12"92 11"24 24"15 7-08 3-07 Io.16 3"44 2"41 °’65 4"13 i-27 24.05 IOO’OO

48"51 1o’63 ~5"2o 25"83 5"72 3"38 9"o9 3"92 2"9° 3"33 5"32 1.o8 25-66 1oo.oo
44"59 I3"14 13"o8 26"22 5-56 4"o4 9.6o 5"57 4"1o 3"72 4"97 1"22 29"19 IOO-OO
44"7° 15"o3 12"56 27"58 6"48 4"05 IO’53 3"79 3"2I 3"44 5"54 1.o2 27"72 IOO.OO
44"0o I3-15 I3.17 26-32 6.74 4"oo lO’73 3"77 4"13 4"17 5"12 1.55 29.48 I oo-oo
42"59 I6"56 lO"47 29"o3 6"15 3"56 9"71 4"88 3"54 3"o4 5"34 1.87 28.38 IOO.OO

40"62 I9"82 12.8I 32.63 6"33 3"76 lO’O9 3"63 2"48 0"36 4"5° 1"7o 24"75 IOO-OO
45"o5 18"14 1°’98 31"13 4"63 2"89 7"50 3"35 0"79 3"o3 6"0o o.94 23.80 1oo-oo
43"IO 17"o4 IO’52 27"56 6.24 4-IO IO.34 4.12 2-60 4"84 5"94 1.5o 29-34 IOO.OO

Wexford 37-1o i6.o2 11.37 27"39 7"64 4"66 12"3° 5"61 3"58 4"97 6"54 2-5° 35-5° IOO.OO
Tipperary (North) 4o.49 18.21 I3"56 31"77 6"36 4"2I lO’57 3"73 3.82 2"97 5"23 1"43 27"75 IOO’OO
Kilkermy 38"03 I7"84 13"33 3I’I7 6"33 3"94 lO.28 4"47 3"43 3.68 7"07 1-88 30-80 ioo-oo
Tipperary (South) 38-24 i6.37 13.76 3o.13 6.84 4"55 II’39 5"04 3"26 4"00 5"73 2-21 31-62 lOO.OO
Meath 34"98 19"48 12"52 32"oo 5-86 4-I4 xo-oo 4.84 2.8o 3"71 9"64 2.o4 33-o3 ioo oo
Westmeath
Carlow

Limerick
Wicklow
Cork
Kildare
Waterford
Louth

34"85 l°’32 21"I5 31"47 6"84 5"ol 11"84 5.o8 5"03 4"65 5"44 1.63 33.68 IOO-OO
33"80 2o"51 13"15 33"66 7"80 4"8I Io.61 5"80 3"09 3"76 5"07 2.Ol 32"54 IOO’OO

26"36 2I"29 14-41 35"7° 6.31 6-Ol 12-31 6.69 5-16 5"29 6"8I 1.66 37"93 IOO.OO
22"33 04"49 12"o9 36"58 6"96 5"4° I2"37 6"38 3"64 6"43 9"57 2.71 41-o9 IOO.OO
24"54 23"92 14"64 38"56 6"oo 5"54 11"54 7"23 4"19 5"ol 7"37 1-56 36-9° IOO-OO
05"28 04"53 17"o9 41"82 6-88 4-38 lZ-26 4.56 3-38 4.42 7"39 1-9o 30"9° IOO’OO
02"o5 28"98 14"5o 43"47 5"68 5"47 11"15 6"19 4.62 4"96 6-oo 1"55 34"47 lOO-OO
I2"58 39"65 13"°6 52"7° 5"49 6"o9 11"58 6"79 4"4° 4"36 6"49 I.IO 34"72 IOO-OO

North-West 5o"17 lO"87 lO"43 03"3° 5"65 3"27 8"92 4"63 3"65 3"44 4"67 z.o2 26-53 ioo.oo
West 5o’14 9"72 13"61 23"32 5"71 3"05 3"96 3"71 3"o9 3"o5 4"66 1.o8 04-54 lOO.OO
Midlands 46.74 z 1,18 i4,o8 25-26 6-31 3.86 lO-16 3.98 3"55 4"o3 4"91 1-36 07-99 IOO oo
Donegal 40"59 16"56 12"47 29"o3 6"15 3"56 9"71 4.88 3"54 3"o4 5"34 1.87 28-38 ioo.oo
South-East 33.51 0o-o6 13-i9 33"26 6"76 4"71 11"47 5"43 3"69 4"4° 6-21 2"o4 33"24 IOO-OO
Mid-West 34"64 19"75 I3"83 33"58 5"83 4"74 IO’58 5"10 4"oI 4"I6 6"31 1"41 31"79 1OO’OO
North-East 30"80 26"04 12"43 38"47 6"21 4"53 Io"74 4"9° 3"27 3"29 5"20 1"32 08"73 IOO’OO
South-West 29"25 01"85 I4"I5 36"00 6"11 5"I9 11"30 6"43 3"96 4"65 6"94 1"48 34"76 IOO’OO
East (excl. Dublin) 27"73 22"77 14"o2 36"79 6"55 4"62 11"17 5"02 3"26 4"3° 8"84 2"00 35"48 IOO.OO
Total 36.89 18"44 I3"58 30"02 6-18 4.41 lO.59 5.11 3.64 4.06 6.13 I’56 31-o8 IOO.OO

Dublin 1"51 3o’03 19"24 49"47 4"7° 7.24 11.93 lO.41 6.5o 9"86 6"98 1-3o 49-o2 lOO-OO

Ireland 26"35 oi"96 15"26 37.22 5"74 5"05 lO’99 7"29 4"49 5"79 6"38 1-49 36-43 ioo.oo
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